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THE FOREWORD

m

BY GRANTLAND RICE

It would be difficult to imagine a more interesting and a more

colorful combination in sport than Robert Carl Zuppke and

Harold (Red) Grange. For twenty-five years Bob Zuppke,

University of Illinois football coach, has contributed far more

than his share not only to the skill and science of coaching, but

also to the human side of competition.

Recognized on all sides as one of the smartest coaches the

game has ever known, he has interjected a personality that has

known a nationwide appeal. The combination of Zuppke and

Red Grange over ten years ago, wrote one of the most brilliant

chapters that American football has ever produced. Zuppke is

more than a fine football coach; he is also an artist of high class

attainments, and a real philosopher, one who not only knows

the fundamentals of philosophy but also knows how to apply

them.

I have known Zup for a long time, and in all that period he

has never given me a dull moment despite the fact that I have

frequently seen dawn breaking as he was in the midst of one

of his famous orations or addresses.

Zuppke's record in the Western Conference, and against the

big teams of the east and far west, is one of the finest in football

over a period of many years. The only way to judge any

coach's record is to look back over an extended span of time

and take into consideration the competition he has faced. The
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Western Conference alone is one of the toughest battle grounds

that football knows. It has always been this way yet the Illini

leader year after year has stood up under this fire with a good

percentage of victories. There have been a few lean years that

all coaches know when the material falls away, but even against

these handicaps Zuppke's teams have always been dangerous,

always distinct threats to some championship hopes.

His outside record has been exceptionally fine and always

against opponents of the highest calibre from east to west. His

teams have consistently been smart and exceptionally alert, no

small part of which has been due to the mental vigor and alert-

ness of their coach.

The fact that he has set a record for coaching years in the

Western Conference proves his place in the game where so

many have come and gone, for even at his lowest ebb there has

never been any suggestion or thought of another football coach

for Illinois.

In addition to his coaching ability few football leaders have

brought in as much color to the great sport as Zuppke has

brought. His football talks across the country have become

famous, and his ability as an unusual story teller has been rec-

ognized from Massachusetts to California. You can get the

foundation of Zuppke's character from this one remark that he

made recently:

"The main idea of competition before everything else should

be to earn your opponent's respect whether you win or lose.

This is the important thing."

No one ever said a truer word.

Certainly no one is better qualified to write about Bob

Zuppke than Harold (Red) Grange, his star pupil, who was

with Zuppke under the heaviest possible fire for three years.

For this reason ZUPPKE OF ILLINOIS should be one of

the season's outstanding books on sport.
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By HAROLD E. (RED) GRANGE

This is a book which should have been written many years

ago. That I should attempt it—inexpert though the effort may
be—seems right.

Robert Zuppke made me in football. If this informal volume,

commemorating his twenty-fifth anniversary at the University

of Illinois, is a small payment on my debt to him, I shall be

happy.

Millions of words have been written about him. Not to my
knowledge, however, has he been presented from the point of

view of the boys who played football under him, and for him;

who looked to him to tell them what to do and how to do it

cleanly; whose lives have been forever colored by the impact

of his personality.

A man once said to me: "It is human to believe that what

we know we have acquired solely by ourselves and hence de-

serve full credit. We forget that our parents taught us how to

walk. We forget that a tired school teacher guided our hands

as we learned to write. We forget that whatever we have

learned, someone taught us."

# # #

I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude to those Illini who
gave me the suggestions and aid that have made this small

book possible.

August 1937
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HAPTER ON

ATLAS TAKES A LOOK

Atlas, who would have made a great football tackle, must

have felt the earth tremble and shake on his shoulders on

July 2, 1879. He undoubtedly muttered to himself, "Hath

all Hades broken loose, that the world should shiver like a

lost soul damned to torment!"

The chances are excellent that lightning was zigging

and zagging over the globe, thunder was thundering, dogs

were barking and children were clinging to their mothers'

skirts.

Atlas probably peered over his left shoulder to discover

the site of the trouble and bubble. His glance must have

rested on Berlin. For it was there, on that second day of

July, 1879, that Robert Carl Zuppke was born.

Zuppke: Storm center. Genius of football. Maker of

champions and wrecker of championship hopes. Proud

father of many of the revolutionary changes in football. A
do-er and a dreamer. A perpetual contradiction—strategist,

artist, philosopher and driver.

When Zup was two years old, his parents brought him
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to the United States, settling in Milwaukee, and in due

time young Robert entered grade school. He excelled in

drawing and arithmetic but had a little trouble with his-

tory, dreaming of the time when he'd make it rather than

read it. At the ripe age of thirteen, he decided that he was

too old to go to school, quit, and went into business. His

niche in the world of commerce was that of sign painter,

at a salary of fifty cents a week plus Eve cents for his lunch

of cheesecake.

One year in the trade marts convinced him that school

had advantages so he returned, as a seventh grader. Two

days later, he was promoted to the eighth grade because he

was such a fine, loud reader; perhaps, the seventh grade

teacher was a quiet woman who wanted to get rid of a lot

of noise.

Time marched on and presently the day came when the

pupils were to give a public exhibition of their wares. Still

a fine, loud reader, young Robert had high hopes of giving

an exhibition in that department. But his teacher was fear-

ful of a slight defect in his enunciation and sold him the

idea that the most important and spectacular job in the

show was the raising of the curtain. She explained that the

task called for one possessing the utmost of reliability and

poise.

"I really put rhythm into that curtain raising," Zup says,

"and developed a fine sense of timing."
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In 1895, Zup enrolled in West Division High in Mil-

waukee and in 1898 was introduced to football. The intro-

duction came in the form of an announcement by the high

school principal, who told the assembly, "Anyone who

wants to break his neck, should report for football practice

this afternoon at four o'clock."

Young Zuppke made it a point to be on hand and was

one of the stalwarts in the first game, against Fond du Lac.

The team came out of the game so badly bruised, bent and

broken that football was promptly abolished at West Divi-

sion High. Zup's momento of that game is a badly knit

collar bone, broken in making a tackle.

"I was an audacious and enthusiastic young fellow in

those days," Zuppke recalls, "so I organized a team called

the 'West Ends.' Unhindered by eligibility rules, we were

able to get a good eleven together. Since I was head man,

I made the team in a breeze. In fact, I was the star defect."

Zup's next educational stop was at Wisconsin State Nor-

mal. He played basketball there but claims that the sport

was then called "squat tag."

"The game was limited mostly to softies at that time,"

Zup states, "and among the softies I was a hard guy."

He also played right halfback on the debating team and

rose to the heights in a match with Whitewater Normal.

Just when things looked black for the Wisconsin team,

Zuppke intercepted a chance remark by one of the oppo-
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nents and was off down the field in a cloud of adverbs,

nouns and semicolons—splitting infinitives right and left

and exploding fallacies. He crossed the goal line standing

up after a 97-word run to a verbal touchdown.

No one ever threw Zuppke for a loss—of words. A good

many experts tried it, including Zup's good friend of many

years, Knute Rockne. A meeting of the two was always

productive of better comedy than has ever been heard in

any theatre.

Zuppke's debating experience came in handy when

he made the now legendary speech in New York, in which

he nominated himself for the presidency of the American

Football Coaches' Association. This is as good a time as

any to interrupt, for the moment, the chronology of our

hero's career and move forward to 1924.

Most of the coaches of the land were assembled in New

York to discuss this and that. Our tale opens in Zuppke's

hotel room on the morning of the day when the election

of officers was to be held. Parenthetically, Zuppke had

more or less controlled the nominating committee during

the two preceding years. He had previously refused the

presidency but had been persuaded that he should head

the organization for the ensuing year.

Into his room that morning clumped a football "states-

man." The latter was direct; he explained to Zup that he
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and many others were going to oppose his election later

in the day.

Zup ribbed him: "You weren't a very good field general

when you played quarterback in college, were you?"

"Why not?" the "statesman" asked.

"Because you display appalling ignorance of tactical

principles," Zup said. "You should have waited until the

election and taken me by surprise. I am now your enemy

and I am forewarned. I have time to think."

Word spread rapidly that the election would produce a

great show, with the result that the meeting hall was so

crowded with sports writers, athletic directors and miscel-

laneous humanity that the coaches were forced to stand or

find hazardous seats on radiators, window sills and what

not. Because the president of the association, John W. Heis-

man, of Rice Institute, Texas, was in Europe, Zuppke as

vice-president was in the chair.

Captain John J. McEwan, coach of Army, made the

nominating speech for the opposing candidate.

"Gentlemen and coaches," he said, "I nominate for pres-

ident, a man from the North. A man as tall and straight

and strong as the great timbers which grow in the North-

land. A man whose heart is as pure and white as the snow

which flurries over the Dakotas. A man whose name scin-

tillates from coast to coast. Gentlemen and coaches, I nom-

inate Fielding H. Yost of Michigan!"
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Bill Roper, Princeton coach, whom Zup knew almost as

well as his own brother, said, "I second the nomination."

"Who are you?" Zuppke demanded sternly.

"I'm Roper, of Princeton," was the answer.

"Okay," Zup said, "I guess I'll recognize Princeton."

George Little of Wisconsin moved that the nominations

be closed.

"I'll entertain no such motion," Zuppke flatly replied.

He then asked one of the officers of the association to pre-

side and moved out on the floor.

"I'm also a candidate for the presidency," he said. "Will

anyone nominate me?"

Before anyone could speak, Zup said, "All right, I'll

nominate myself!"

It is a pity that no one took down that nomination

speech in its entirety. Other coaches have told me it was

a classic.

"Captain McEwan has said that we want a man from

the North," Zup began. "What do you think of that, you

Southerners? Do you want a damn Yankee ruling you?

Where is that hot Southern blood I've heard so much

about ?

"If the situation calls for a man from the North, why

pick a man as tall and straight and strong as the great tim-

bers which grow in the Northland ? Why not pick a little

guy like me, whom you can push around?"
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He went on and on. To use a theatrical term, he "had

them in the aisles." When the ballots were cast, Zuppke

was elected. The legend is that the vote was 500 to 1 in his

favor; even Mr. Yost and Captain McEwan must have

voted for him because, just to be independent, Zup voted

against himself.

# # #

Returning to the main track after this detour . . . When

young Zuppke left Whitewater Normal, he taught country

school for one year in the proverbial red schoolhouse, built

along the lines of Johnny Depler of Illini fame. He walked

four and three-eighths miles to and from school.

"That may account for the peripatetic philosopher in

me," he said, with that crackling grin of his.

For teaching the eight grades of the school, he received

$45 a month.

The following year he taught "fractions"— whatever

they are—in the Milwaukee city schools. Full of bounce

and energy, he organized a football team, a pseudo-pro-

fessional club, yclept the "North Side Apaches." One goal

line of the home field was marked by a gutter.

In the fall of 1902, he entered the University of Wiscon-

sin and made the freshman football team. He wasn't large

-—his bad collar bone hindered his tackling to the point

where he often merely tripped the ball carrier by throwing

his body in the latter's path.
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The late Knute Rockne used to tell a story about Zup's

experience as a freshman at Wisconsin. According to Rock,

a big varsity fullback plowed into Zup in scrimmage and

said: "I guess that will knock some sense into your head!"

Zup is supposed to have retorted, "The whole team

couldn't knock any sense into my head!"

Rock once told that story at a banquet and, later in the

talk, said modestly that he hadn't had a great deal to do

with Notre Dame's success, that he merely blew up the

football.

When Zup had a chance to speak, he said, "I don't blow

up the footballs at Illinois—I haven't that much wind!"

Zup was a tough, meaty little fellow in those days at Wis-

consin, and he could take it! If every man on an Illinois

team had Zup's fight and courage, the Illini would never

lose a game. He never backed away from anyone in his

life, and today, at 58, he would get in there and pitch with

his fists if the occasion called for it.

Not long ago, in one of our discussions he said, reflec-

tively, "Red, I know there have been occasions when, dur-

ing the heat and stress of preparing for an important game,

some of my boys have been almost mad enough at me to

swing at my chin."

He played with the idea in his mind for awhile, then

he said aggressively, "If anyone ever did that, he'd be busy

for awhile." He will always be a warrior at heart.



UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS, 1904-05

Lindeman, Bush, McConochie (Manager), Angell (Coach)
Walwoord, Zuppke, Steinmetz, McLees, Breitkreutz

Scribner (Captain)
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I thought to myself, "If a player ever hit Zup, the team

would take him apart."

Once upon a time, a hot headed young giant, while

under a steaming shower, made a righting remark about

Zuppke, which the latter overheard.

Zup was fully clothed, wearing his famous old sheep-

skin coat, but he walked under the shower and confronted

the boy, backing him up against the wall. With the water

streaming over both of them Zuppke said, "You'll

take that back right now." The boy apologized and Zup

promptly dismissed the incident. There is iron in the man

but it is tempered by deep kindness, and genuine loyalty

to his boys.

Zup was on the squad at Wisconsin in 1903 and 1904 but

never a Varsity man. He was still an "audacious and en-

thusiastic young fellow," not content to be fodder, but tak-

ing his nightly beating because he loved the game.

"I was the original Monday morning quarterback," he

says.

In those days, the team traveled in freight train cabooses,

frequently dressed and undressed in freight cars, without

benefit of showers after the game. The players furnished

the bulk of their own uniforms.

Zup played Varsity basketball at Wisconsin, being a

member of the championship squad of 1905. He tells a

story of a game played while he was on that team.
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The hall was lighted by oil lamps, two in each end of

the floor, near the baskets. Zup was on the visiting team

and when the game started, the janitor moved all the

lamps to the east end of the hall near the home team's bas-

ket. As a result Zup had to shoot at his basket in the dark.

When the second half started, the visitors hoped to have

the lighted end of the hall because of the change in the

baskets. When they came on the floor, however, they found

that the lamps had been moved to the other end of the hall.

When he graduated in the Spring of that year, he was

offered a job as coach of athletics and teacher at Madison,

at a salary of $800 a year. That was very big and important

money and he gave long consideration to the offer.

"Illinois is a university of the people where there is no

vestige of snobbery and the only way to raise your

head above the level of the crowd is to be a better

man!'—Zuppke.



CHAPTER TW

NEW YORK. MUSKEGON AND OAK PARK

Deciding not to take the coaching job at Madison, Zup

took himself to New York, landing there with $4 in his

pocket. During the years, he had continued to draw and

paint, and in the back of his mind was a dim desire for

further study.

In New York he supported himself by doing commer-

cial art and sign painting. Once he painted a huge cigar

sign on Broadway, working on a scaffold swinging high

above the crowds.

He was fired frequently. He lost one job because, as he

phrases it, "I was supposed to draw lions and they looked

like rats." He quit jobs just as frequently. When he had

saved a little money, he would stop working and roam

about New York—walking interminably, watching and

studying people, thinking long thoughts—and visiting the

art galleries. Once he collected a group of 60 street urchins

and conducted a Sunday School class which met three or

four times.

During a period of unemployment, he read an advertise-

11
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ment inserted by an artist seeking an assistant. He applied

for the job, got it, drew pictures which appeared in the

newspapers over poetry written by the cartoonist's wife.

He received $18 a week for three weeks. Then his assign-

ment was changed—he was ordered to draw women's

skirts and waists. This was not work for which he was

precisely suited. Too many of his fabric designs were

merely polka dots and ultimately he and his employer

agreed that he was without genius in the design of fem-

inine apparel. They parted in Hartford, Connecticut.

During the years since, Zuppke has continued to paint,

not for profit, but as an avocation. To my untrained eye,

his work is arresting, bold and exciting. In that, I am not

alone—his paintings have been highly praised by critics.

He has given away scores of paintings, but despite my

broad hints, I have never been a recipient. Perhaps these

lines will turn the trick.
#

He deals with rugged landscapes—deserts, forests and

some marine scenes, always suggesting motion and power.

He says his cacti "look like cucumbers studded with tooth

picks."

Zup is unorthodox in his method of painting. He does

*Red:
Your technique needs a thorough going-over!

I had no trouble whatever in talking the Rembrandt of the Prairies into

giving me his "A Bit of the Alps." It is now hanging in a borrowed frame

on the left wall as you enter my "private" office.

Come up and see it some time!! —"A L"
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not actually paint from life. Rather, he sketches the sub-

ject with crayons, to catch the colors before they shift and

change. In his studio, a room in the rear of his Champaign

apartment, he recreates the scene in oil. He works rapidly

—often has completed a painting in four hours.

His work has been called dynamic, violent—and occa-

sionally, too brutal. To the latter charge, he once made a

characteristic answer, with a humorous turn.

"Why shouldn't art be brutal when and if Nature is

brutal? Why shouldn't I paint the forests as they are?

When I go into the forest, the trees scratch and scrape me.

Am I expected to come back and paint a lovely park

scene?"

# # #

We have again wandered from the Zuppke chronology.

That may be the result of association with Zup. When you

are in conversation with him a word, a thought, may

touch him off, and he leaps away on a brand new tangent.

Resolutely returning to the main track, we find him

again in New York, having parted with the itinerant artist.

He left the East shortly afterward to accept a position

with an advertising concern in Grand Rapids, Michigan.

He soon turned the office into an athletic club; it wasn't

long before he had sold his fellow employees the idea of

starting work at five in the morning and ending at three

in the afternoon. That was fine until the head of the busi-
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ness returned one afternoon to find the entire force watch-

ing a boxing contest in the center of the office suite. He

promptly fired everyone except the photo retoucher, a type

of workman who was hard to replace.

Fortunately, Zup received a wire from the University of

Wisconsin, telling him of an opening as high school coach

and gymnasium director at Muskegon, Michigan, which

would pay $1,000 a year. He bought a new straw hat for

$1 and went to Muskegon for his interview.

After the interview he waited in the city for a decision

and finally, becoming impatient, returned to Grand

Rapids, only to discover that his application had been ac-

cepted. At Muskegon he conducted fourteen gymnasium

classes daily—coached football, basketball, baseball, track

and cross country—and taught two classes in history.

He had had no experience in teaching gymnasium

classes, but a ten cent Spalding guide book enabled him

to get by.

A good deal has been written of his success in football

at Muskegon, Oak Park and Illinois, but it is not generally

known that he turned out some great track teams at Mus-

kegon.

His football teams became sensationally successful and

were soon called "adding machines," because of the top-

heavy scores they rang up against the opposing elevens.

In those early days, 1906, Zuppke began developing the
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open type of game for which he was later to become fa-

mous and which was a major factor in the evolution of

football from massed movement to the modern, exciting

style of mixed aerial and running assault.

Zup's Muskegon High teams of 1906, '07, '08 and '09

used forward passes, laterals, split bucks, spinners, reverses

and false reverses— in fact, many early fore-runners of

offensive tactics which were hailed as "new" by some

writers and coaches as recently as 10 or 12 years ago.

With the advent of the forward pass, many coaches of

the day used the aerial merely as a threat or a bluff, to set

the stage for their running or plunging plays. Zup's Mus-

kegon and Oak Park teams used the pass for strictly busi-

ness purposes, to gain ground.

The statement has often been made that the famous pass

from Gus Dorais to Knute Rockne which enabled Notre

Dame to defeat Army in 1913 marked the beginning of the

forward passing era. When Zuppke read that statement, he

said with deceptive mildness, "that is perfectly true—ex-

cept that 70,000 forward passes had already been completed

by that time."

The current generation of football players may find it

hard to believe that for many, many years a football always

traveled end over end when it was thrown from one man

to another. The technique of passing was a gradual evolu-

tion. In the early days of the forward pass the thrower
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locked the ball against his wrist and heaved it overhand,

the pigskin turning end over end in its flight. Then came

the underhand spiral delivered with a motion roughly

similar to bowling. That was followed by throwing the

ball overhand delivered with the ball lying flat on the palm

without gripping. A spiral was obtained but it was difficult

to pass with speed and accuracy. Finally, the modern

method of gripping the ball was evolved.

Even passes from center were made end over end. In

1906, however, Zuppke developed the spiral pass from cen-

ter. According to Zup the father of one of his players was

a juggler—whether amateur or professional, I don't know

—but at any rate, in fooling with his son's football, he

found a way to pass it in spiral fashion. The boy, Nelson,

told Zup about it and the latter began using the spiral pass

then and there.

w w tP

The fame of Zuppke's high school teams spread through-

out the state and during his last season at Muskegon a

game was scheduled with Hope College at Holland, Michi-

gan. Zup took his boys to Holland on the morning of the

game only to learn that the president of the school had

just abolished football, being unwilling, according to Zup,

to permit his callow college boys to be torn apart by fero-

cious high school lads.

Zup's boys averaged 138 pounds in weight and sixteen
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and a half in years. He suggested, therefore, that the pres-

ident and his squad look over the Muskegon youngsters.

When the collegians saw Zup's spindly, rickety outfit, they

couldn't get into their uniforms fast enough. The game

ended in a scoreless tie.

Two years previously, Muskegon met Saginaw for the

championship of Michigan. The halves lasted thirty-five

minutes, the field was 110 yards long and the teams were

allowed 3 downs to make ten yards. The field was a base-

ball park, full of shavings, logs and variegated material.

In self defense, both teams limited themselves to high,

"whisker tackles," rather than risk life and limb by crash-

ing into the heavy woodwork underfoot.

"As I say, we played on what was supposed to be a base-

ball field," Zuppke told me recently, "but the infield must

have been underlaid with flooring. I could see the baseball

strategy in that type of construction. With a man on first,

the pitcher could easily signal to the first baseman that he

was going to make a throw to catch the runner off base.

The pitcher merely jumped down on his end of the plank-

ing. That bopped up the first baseman at the other end,

warning him that a throw was coming. There are tricks to

all trades, Red."
# # #

It was in 1910 that Zup learned the practical value of

getting along well with associates. For Oak Park was seek-
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ing a director of high school athletics and, unknown to

Zup, his praises had been loudly sung to Principal Calvin

Hanna. They had been sung by Joe Tallman, a teacher at

Oak Park, whose brother, John, taught at Muskegon. Joe

had written to John about the great little coach who was

his associate.

In 1910 Zuppke went to Oak Park at a salary of $2000 a

year and big money it was, too. His record there is fairly

well known so far as football is concerned. What isn't gen-

erally known is that, to earn his $2000, he taught five his-

tory and three gymnasium classes; coached and managed

the football, basketball, baseball, swimming and track

teams; managed the tennis team; and offered to help Mrs.

Zuppke with the dishes but was never allowed to do so.

Between times he was the moving spirit behind the Cook

County Committee for Athletics and held the suburban

and city schools together in a sports federation. When he

left Oak Park, the federation fell apart.

Fourteen boys reported for Zuppke's first football team

at Oak Park High School. At the initial practice one of

the players demanded, "Where's that new coach who is

supposed to be such a wonder?"

Little Zup stuck his head out of his red, turtle necked

sweater and identified himself snappily.

"The only time I ever stuck my head out was to snap at

someone," he says.
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Under Zuppke, Oak Park lost its opening game but was

never again defeated during his three seasons there. There

was a disputed game, however, against Morgan Park High

School. Near the close of the contest, the opponents took

time out and the Oak Parkers, believing that the game was

over, left the field. Morgan Park quickly lined up and

scored a touchdown, which the officials had to allow.

Zup took his 1910 team out to the Pacific Coast to play

Wenatchee High in Washington. Milton Ghee, who was

later an Ail-American at Dartmouth, was a member of the

Oak Park squad of fourteen players, and a story has been

attached to his name concerning an incident in the game

with Wenatchee.

I can't vouch for the truth of it but it is almost credible

by reason of the fact that when Zuppke wants to impress

a point on his team, they're really impressed, and take him

literally.

At any rate, Zup is reported to have told his squad : "On

the kick-off I want everyone of you down under that ball

and hit your man! Hit him hard!"

But Ghee, taking Zup's words at face value, raced down

the field and hit the first opponent he encountered—hit

him flush on the jaw with his fist! The school officials and

the coach rushed out on the field and demanded that Zup

remove Ghee from the lineup.

The story goes that Zup replied, "I can't do that— I
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haven't anyone to take his place. I'll tell you what we'll do.

We'll forfeit this game to you and start another one, with

Ghee in it."

Regardless of the truth of the foregoing, Oak Park won

the game 6 to 3.

Milton Ghee was only one of a number of Zup's Oak

Park boys who later attained national recognition, among

them Pete Russell of Chicago; Johnny Barrett of Washing-

ton & Lee, who ran wild against Cornell's great eleven;

and last but not least—Bart Macomber of Illinois. Bart fig-

ured heavily in the defeat of Minnesota's immortal team by

the Fighting Illini* in 1916, and we shall come to that

anon.

"Hike" Dana of Zup's Muskegon team also was named

as an All-American end when he later played with Dart-

mouth.

At Oak Park Zup continued to develop his open game.

His famous "Flea Flicker," which our 1925 team used to

score on Pennsylvania, had its origin at Muskegon and

Oak Park along with other famous Zuppke inventions in-

cluding the "Whoa Back" and the "Razzle Dazzle,"

which defeated Chicago in 1914. An Oak Park formation

* The State of Illinois was named for the tribe of Indians which inhabited it

—the "Mini" they were called, which meant "brave men." Illinois students,

and especially the members of the athletic teams, are generally known as Illini

(pronounced "Il-lye-nye"). Illinois football teams are alluded to as "the

Fighting Illini," which they have earned by famous battles against odds. In

student life the Indian tradition is carried out. The society of varsity letter

men is called "The Tribe of Illini."
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was the basis for the "Flying Trapeze" of 1933 and 1934

which caught the imagination of sports writers through-

out the country.

Incidentally, the "Flying Trapeze" scored the winning

touchdown against Ohio State's great touchdown factory

of 1934. After that game one of the Ohio State boys told

me that it seemed to him that the entire Illinois student

body and the Dean of Men handled the ball at one time or

another on that play.

Even in the press boxes you'd hear a shout of "There it

goes," when the "Flying Trapeze" or a variation of it began

to develop down on the field.

In 1911 Oak Park defeated St. John's of Boston for the

national championship and repeated again in 1912 by de-

feating Everett High School, also of Boston, 32 to 14.

At this point the story of Zuppke and Illinois really

begins !

!

"Illinois—a name that reminds you of courage and

fair play—an institution that is not fat—not soft—not

self-satisfied—not too old to grow—that is eager to be

in harmony with the times."—Zuppke.





CHAPTER THR

ZUPPKE COMES TO ILLINOIS

"I've met a real man," Zup told Mrs. Zuppke one evening

early in 1913.

He referred to "G" Huff, athletic director of the Uni-

versity of Illinois, beloved by every member of the Tribe

of Illini and by every student or alumnus who came in con-

tact with him.

In the wake of his sensational success at Oak Park Zup

began to receive offers from colleges. President Harris of

Northwestern had offered him $3500 a year; Purdue had

made an equally attractive offer; and Lafayette University

had dangled a $4000 a year contract under his nose. But

Alumnus George Carr of Illinois performed a great service

to his alma mater by obtaining Zup's promise not to sign

any contract until he had talked with "G" Huff.

In describing the meeting to me, Zup grinned and said,

"I guess George Carr wanted to impress me a little because

he staged the conference in the very impressive mahogany

office of his brother, Bob. But I was just a simple fellow

and didn't know mahogany from pine."

23
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Then he added soberly, "The thing that really did make

a tremendous impression on me was "G" Huff's personal-

ity. He told me that Illinois hadn't been doing too well in

football and that they needed a football coach with teeth.

He didn't paint a glowing picture of the job; he just dealt

the facts face up. He offered me $2700 a year and I ac-

cepted. I went to Illinois because of George Huff and I

remained there because of him. Down through the years

we had our differences—entirely of honest opinion—but I

respected him more than any man I have ever known. His

friendship had the solidity and durability of a rock. He

protected his coaches, gave them a free hand and expected

them to do their jobs. The $2700 I was offered was more

than "G" himself was getting as athletic director but he

didn't mention that to me as a selling point when he

offered me the job of football coach.

"I've never regretted the decision to go to Illinois. It is

my home, my life."

So far as I am concerned, Illinois will always be Zuppke,

and Zuppke will always be Illinois.

Zup has had innumerable offers to coach elsewhere at

fancy money. Athletic directorships have been placed

within his grasp but he has refused every offer.

"I'll stay here as long as Illinois will put up with me,"

he said. "As for taking a post of athletic director, that's an

office job involving a desk, and it's out. In the twenty-five
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years I've been here, I've never owned a pen or an inkstand

and I don't want them now."

I understood him, I think. When you have gone off to

the football wars every autumn for many years, everything

else is anticlimax. Money has never been important to

Zuppke except as carfare to the next goal line he has set
mt

up for himself.

To me, money has never seemed worth getting very

excited about ; I suppose that is why I didn't feel very badly

when a great deal of the currency that once came my way

went on into more worshiping hands.

# # #

Twenty-six candidates reported when Zuppke took over

his first Illinois squad in the Fall of 1913. Among them was

a 165-pound guard, "Slooey" Chapman, who was to be the

first Illinois man ever selected on Walter Camp's Ail-

American eleven. Also among those present was a little

fellow who weighed 136 pounds with both hands in his

pockets, who wore spectacles off the field and who had

been cut off the Freshman Varsity squad the preceding

Fall because he was "too light." His name was Harold

Pogue, from Sullivan, Illinois, and he was destined to be

one of the greatest ball carriers football has ever known.

During the next three years when the Illini were in the

scoring zone, the cry of the Illini stands was "Pogue It

Over!!"
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Harold Pogue is now a trustee of the University of Illi-

nois.

Another cry which went up from enemy stands that first

season was a derisive "Stop that high school stuff!" It was

a dig enmasse at Zup's elevation from prep to college foot-

ball. The little fellow was to make them eat those words

one year later.

The 1913 team lost only two games. One of its major

feats was a scoreless tie with Purdue's great eleven of that

season. Purdue had the mighty Oliphant, hero of the Army

team of later years, and was coached by Andy Smith who

was to produce the series of "Wonder Teams" at the Uni-

versity of California in the nineteen twenties.

Chicago had a powerful aggregation that season and

Harold Pogue tells an amusing experience of his in the

Illini-Maroon game.

"It was my first Conference game," he says, "and I was

scared to pastel green. I played quarterback that year and

was back in the safety position when, on the fourth play

of the game, Des Jardiens of the Maroons got off one of

his long, spiral punts. While that ball was coming toward

me—it seemed to be in the air for hours—I died a dozen

deaths. Finally it settled in my arms and I started to run.

I had no sense of time or space, I was simply impelled by

terror and it was fortunate that I was headed in the right

direction. Finally I was over the Chicago goal and stood
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there, blinking, trying to orient myself to my surround-

ings. If the Illinois crowd was surprised, I was astounded.

Sometimes in my sleep, I have a nightmare in which I

make that terrifying run."

The Illinois stands were amazed; in the excitement one

Illinois fan swallowed his cigar butt.

"All players loo\ good in newspaper publicity before

the season starts."—Zuppke.





HAPTER FOU

HIS FIRST NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

In 1914, Zuppke gave Illinois its first undisputed cham-

pionship of the Western Conference. Think that over for a

moment. A high school coach, one year out of prep circles,

produced a team which swept through the best in the mid-

dle west, rolling up many points against hard, tough op-

ponents, never scoring less than three touchdowns against

any team!

When Zup discussed his 1914 champions with me, a

gleam came into his eyes. He paced the floor excitedly

as he described the greatest team he ever coached.

"That team had everything!" he said. "Everything!

They were adventurers, boys who played football out of

sheer love of competition. They gloried in a tough fight.

They had the fastest pickup of any team I ever saw. Snap

!

The team, as a unit, was off like a shot when that ball was

passed from center. They were chatter boxes, they talked

it up all through the game—all through the week—with

their fire and their zest and their drive. Those boys

couldn't eat after a game; they'd play themselves outl

29
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"That backfield! Hal Pogue, Bart Macomber, Gene

Schobinger—and Potsy Clark, the greatest quarterback

who ever stepped on a football field and a great ball car-

rier on top of that.

"In rhythm, timing, pickup and speed those backs were

seconds ahead of the defense—and how they mopped up

downfield."

When I intimated that the Four Horsemen were a pretty

good backfield, Zup looked at me sadly, grieved that I

should mention that other set of backs in the same breath.

Realizing that I was trespassing on hallowed ground, I

retreated.

"Three of the men on that 1914 team, who made the

All-Western, averaged 146 pounds—Pogue, 142; Potsy

Clark, 149, and Perry Graves, a dynamo of an end, 146.

We had one big boy, Stewart, who weighed 214 pounds,

but he could run. The team averaged around 172 to 176

pounds. The line had the same fire and speed. The snap

of the ball touched them oft—all of them—Squier, Graves,

Armstrong, Petty, Chapman, Stewart and Watson."

I asked, "How was the team when going was tough?"

"They could rise to any situation," Zup answered. "In

that era, for example, Chicago's big Maroon teams, under

Alonzo Stagg, were generally considered the team to beat

for the championship, year in and year out.

"Chicago led our 1914 team by a score of 7 to at the
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half. Once that fellow Des Jardiens of Chicago stood on

his two yard line to punt and the ball rolled out of bounds

on our 1 yard line. Our kickout only went to the eighteen

yard line and Chicago scored from there."

I asked Zuppke what happened in the last half.

"Oh, the team rang up its usual three touchdowns,"

Zup replied, airily, "and we won, 20 to 7. Potsy Clark

ran through the whole Chicago team, on the kickofT, for

one of the touchdowns."

Mindful that Minnesota was then, as now, a team to be

reckoned with, I asked Zup how his 1914 team fared

against Dr. Harry Williams and the historic Minnesota

shift.

"There's a little story connected with that game, Red,"

he said. "Late in the fourth quarter we had a 14 to lead

and I pulled out nine of the regulars. Minnesota began to

throw passes and before you could say 'Bob's your uncle'

the Gophers scored. Following the kickoff they began to

complete more passes and marched down the field. I didn't

waste any time putting our regulars back into the game.

That was permissible under the rules then.

"Pogue usually played the safety position, but before he

went back in, I told him to take an 'up' position in the

secondary and grab one of those passes.

"As the next play started, I was busy giving instructions

to another substitute and wasn't watching the field of play.
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Then I heard a roar and looked up just in time to see

Pogue running like the wind toward the Minnesota goal

fifty or sixty yards away. He scored and we won, 21 to 7.

Pogue had intercepted Minnesota's first pass after the reg-

ulars returned to the lineup."

Zup veered from his subject. Without rhyme or reason,

he asked, "Did I ever tell you about the team which was

on defense, charging hard, doing its level best and still

losing ground steadily?"

I said "No" and settled back in my chair, for a Zuppke

tale was coming.

"Well, here was the situation," Zup began. "The de-

fending team had a three point lead and the ball was in

the opponent's possession on their own twenty yard line.

At that point, the opponents started to march down the

field. The defending team fought its head off, charging

like wildmen, disputing every inch of ground, but the

enemy continued to advance—not making big gains but

steadily clicking off first downs.

"As the march continued, the home boys looked over

toward the bench and hope began to stir in their hearts,

as they saw that their coach was warming up a substitute.

They knew the coach would send in instructions for a

defensive setup which would stop the other team.

"Between plays they watched the substitute running

back and forth in front of the bench, with the coach halt-
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ing him, from time to time, apparently giving more in-

structions. The home boys knew that everything would

be all right soon.

"In the meantime, the enemy's advance had carried them

down the field almost to the goal line. Finally it was third

down and five yards to a touchdown. Then the coach sent

in the substitute. The latter could not talk until after one

play, of course, and said nothing.

"The enemy fullback plunged through to the two yard

line on the next play. Instantly the home team's captain

took time out and the boys gathered eagerly around the

substitute demanding, 'What does the coach say?' in

unison.

"The starry eyed substitute answered, The coach says,

HOLD THEM'!"
# # #

In 1915 Zup's Illinois team shared the conference cham-

pionship with Minnesota. Pogue was out most of the sea-

son with a bad ankle ; Potsy Clark played despite a broken

jaw, with an iron mask protecting the break; other key

men were injured and on the sidelines in important games.

Even so, the team rode down bad luck and reached the

Minnesota game tied for the conference lead. That fiercely

fought contest will always be remembered by both teams.

It ended in a 6 to 6 tie.

"Galloping" Sprafka was one of the Minnesota stars
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and got loose once for a long run. Zuppke protested that

he had stepped out of bounds. During the dispute Zup said

to Sprafka, "You know you went out of bounds!"

According to Zup, Sprafka answered indignantly, "I was

not out of bounds. / only had one foot out!"

On the Minnesota team in that game was a sturdy, hard

running back named Bernie Bierman. He may now be

Coach Bierman of Minneapolis to the football world, but

he is "The Melancholy Teuton" to Zuppke.

Zup has been given so many names by the sports writers

that he may be justified in hanging the foregoing label

on Bierman.

Zuppke has been called:

The Blond-Topped Scowl

The Illini Dutchman

The Wily Dutchman

Smiling Bob Zuppke

The Little Napoleon

The Old Philosopher

The Dutch Master

The Illini Menace

During Zup's twenty-five years at Illinois, through de-

feat and victory, he has had a stalwart man beside him,

working shoulder to shoulder with him. That is Justa

Lindgren. He is one of Illinois' most noted players. He

was the captain of the 1901 football team, and is consid-
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ered one of the best tackles that ever represented the

"Orange and the Blue." Of Lindy, Zup says, "He's honest,

upright and loyal—and no 'yes-man.' Many splendid assist-

ants have come and gone, but Lindy stays on. He's no

dreamer and he's as practical a man as I ever knew. I rate

him the equal of any line coach in the country. He teaches

with a minimum of words, and makes intricate line plays

look simple."

Lindgren played tackle on the first Illinois team Zuppke

ever saw in action. Zup paid a nickel to gain entrance to

the roof of a house across from the ball park in which

Illinois met Wisconsin.

Zup's memory of that game is largely confined to amaze-

ment at the kicking of Pat O'Dea. "It seemed utterly im-

possible," he says, "that a human being could kick a foot-

ball so high and so far. The ends, going down under

O'Dea's punts seemed to stand and wait a long time for

the ball to reach the safety man. The latter didn't have a

chance. The instant the ball reached him, he was nailed."

In Zup's early days at Illinois David ("Matt") Bullock

was the assistant janitor in the Old Gymnasium. Since

many trainers had a weakness for gossip, and often in-

nocently interfered with the duties of the coach, Huff, one

day in 1914, asked Zuppke what he thought of the idea

of promoting Matt to the position of trainer. They both

agreed that Matt had the necessary make-up in that he did
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not talk much, was conscientious, highly intelligent and

industrious. They sent him to New York to study massage

and training work. After a thorough schooling there he

returned to the campus and was immediately placed in

the position of trainer. He has been in that job ever since.

He ranks today among University trainers as our Austin

Harding does among band leaders. Many of Matt's as-

sistants have been engaged by other teams as trainers, and

his methods have been adopted over the whole country.

A trainer is indispensable. He works closely with the

coach. He attends to the feeding of the men, and is the

"doctor" from the standpoint of physical welfare. He

must have an optimistic and cheerful turn of mind, and

have a thorough understanding of men who are working

under a hard strain. A trainer has a lot of prima donnas

to deal with and it is up to him not only to massage the

muscles but the mind. Matt Bullock is tops!

Before Zuppke went to Illinois, 6,700 spectators at $1 a

head constituted a big crowd. It wasn't long before Illinois

games were attracting crowds of 19,000 at $1.50 a

seat, and crowds of 22,000 were jamming the stands at

old Illinois Field for the Homecoming and other impor-

tant games. In those days there was no athletic association

to handle the business. The organization consisted of "G"

Huff and the coaches. When any of the group needed a

stenographer, it was necessary to telephone to the admin-
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istration office for one. Zup wrote most of his letters with

a lead pencil.

Happily, with the building of the huge Stadium, the

Athletic Department has developed into a highly efficient

business organization housed in its own modern building

in close proximity to the Stadium. From the maximum

capacity of 22,000 in Old Illinois Field, the capacity today

is 70,000, but arrangements were made by the builders to

increase the capacity to 120,000 if the necessity arose.

And now we come to a tale of Illinois that every Mini

has heard. I have heard it told many times by Zuppke

himself and by members of the team—yet I never tire of

hearing it and, for purposes of record, it is retold now.

It is the story of the victory of the Fighting Mini over

Minnesota's "Immortal Team" of 1916.

"Often an All-American is made by a long run, a

wea\ defense and an inspired writer!'—Zuppke.
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THE MINNESOTA UPSET

"I am Louis the Fourteenth and after us the Deluge!"

So did Robert C. Zuppke address his Illinois squad on

the night before the game with Minnesota's "perfect

team," which was played on November 4, 1916.

All through the week the Illini had been cast in the role

of mince meat. And with reason. Minnesota had never

been held to less than 49 points. Against Iowa, the Gophers

had run up a score of 67 to 0. South Dakota had been

trounced, 81 to 0; against this same Dakota team later in

the season, Notre Dame was able to scratch out a 6 to

victory only in the last minute of play. Chicago was beaten

49 to and Wisconsin 53 to by that Minnesota team.

The Illinois record, on the other hand, had been fre-

quently smudged with defeat. Two Illinois ends, Klein

and George Halas, were on crutches.

Writing in "The Wake of the News" of The Chicago

Tribune, Ring Lardner predicted a 49 to defeat for the

Illini.

Walter Camp was on hand for the game and Minnesota

39
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had erected a special small grandstand down near the

playing field so that Walter could get a good closeup of

the "Immortals." Camp had broken down and was begin-

ning to place a few Westerners on his All-American selec-

tions. He had chosen "Slooey" Chapman of the 1914 Illi-

nois team and was to select Bart Macomber after the en-

suing game, but he did not know it that night when

Zuppke identified himself as "Louis the Fourteenth."

In preparation for this game, Zup scrimmaged the team

hard on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and

Friday, a procedure never used in football before or since

as far as I know.

"We're all supposed to be killed Saturday," Zup ex-

plained to the squad, "so we might as well have the satis-

faction of killing ourselves instead of letting those Minne-

sota fellows do it."

On the evening before the game, after a brief talk, Zup

told the boys to go out and enjoy themselves, asking only

that they be in bed by midnight. To entertain those who

preferred to stay in, he hired a group of male singers of

comedy songs.

In all of his moves before that game, the Illinois coach

had something up his sleeve besides his arm. There is

reason or instinct back of everything he does.

One little tip he gave the team was a factor of great

importance in the final score. "This Minnesota outfit is
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superstitious," he said, "and they've got a formula they

always follow on the first three plays. First, Galloping

Sprafka will carry the ball, next Wyman will carry it and,

on the third play, Shorty Long will lug it. On the first

three plays, tackle those men in that order."

One of the boys asked, "Suppose they cross us up ? Sup-

pose we gang up on those guys and some one else has the

ball. What then?"

"If that happens," Zup answered, "I'll run out on the

field and tackle the fellow with the ball myself."

In the dressing room before the game, Zup wisecracked

and put everyone at ease. Then, because his watch was

wrong—it was twenty minutes fast—he took the team out

on the field twenty minutes ahead of time. Later, the

writers gave him credit for master minding, on the basis

that he brought the team out early to accustom the players

to the crowd, the field and the noise.

The Illinois boys were huddled together "like scare-

crows," as Zup put it, when the gates opened and the lions,

tigers and leopards poured out on the field to eat the

Christians. Baston, the receiving end of the great Wyman-

to-Baston combination, was first and Wyman, directly be-

hind Baston, threw a pass to the latter as the Minnesota

team raced out on the field.

"I hoped that they'd come down near us, as they ran

through signals, so that my boys could have a good look
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at them before the game started," Zuppke reports, "and

sure enough, they did just that."

"When they had passed by us, Dutch Sternaman said,

'Zup, they're not so big, are they?' I said, 'No, and if you

put the whole bunch together, they probably couldn't add

two and two and get four!'

"Incidentally, Dutch Sternaman was a great football

player, one of the best backs Illinois ever had. He was not

big but was abnormally strong, as was his younger brother,

Joe—but we'll go into that later."

Minnesota received the ball on the opening kickoff . On

the first three plays, the Illini tackled Sprafka, Wyman
and Long in order, with the result that Minnesota was

pushed back almost to its own goal line.

Minnesota kicked out and Illinois took charge of the

ball in midfield. Bing! Sternaman took a forward pass

from Bart Macomber for a twenty-five yard gain. Then

the Illini backfield—Macomber, Sternaman, Anderson and

Knop—marched through that big Minnesota line to a

touchdown, Macomber going over and kicking the con-

version point. The Illini line, outcharging the Gopher

wall, to clear the way for the backs, had Kraft and Chris-

tensen at the ends, Ross Petty and Rundquist as tackles,

Petty and Stewart as guards, and Schlaudeman as center.

Minnesota elected to receive the next kickoff and Gal-

loping Sprafka ran the ball back to his own 30 yard line.
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Line plays gained 15 yards and the Gophers wheeled out

their big gun, the Wyman-to-Baston pass combination.

Wyman fired a pass. . . .

Now Zuppke has always contended that there was only

one really great forward passing duet; it was not Wyman

to Baston, not Walquist to Carney, not Friedman to

Oosterbann.

It was Wyman of Minnesota to Kraft of Illinois. For

Ren Kraft intercepted Wyman's first pass and sprinted

fifty yards to a touchdown. Upon Macomber's conversion,

Illinois led, 14 to 0.

Later, Minnesota scored a touchdown, a conversion

point, and two points by virtue of a safety, but Illinois

maintained its lead, working many plays from punt for-

mation with Macomber back. Sometimes he kicked, some-

times he ran, tearing through Minnesota for substantial

gains. The combination of his running and kicking helped

Illinois keep possession of the ball throughout most of the

second half and the stout defense of the Illini, with Knop

doing a herculean job of backing up the line, kept Minne-

sota in check.

The final gun sounded and Illinois had won, 14 to 9.

"I am Louis the Fourteenth and after us the Deluge!"

Zuppke had said. He was right on two counts. Shortly

after the game, a torrential rain flooded Minneapolis and

a deluge of ink about the upset flooded the newspapers.
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A Chicago newspaper ran a screaming headline over its

account of the game: "HOLD ON TIGHT WHEN YOU
READ THIS!"

# # #

When the game was over, one of the Illinois ends, who

was on crutches because of an injured ankle, threw away

his supports and rushed out on the field along with the

others who had been on the bench, to hug and maul the

victorious Illini.

The end was George Halas, since famous as president

and head coach of the Chicago Bears, of the National

Football League.

Whether you are against or in favor of post-graduate

football for pay, it must be conceded that Halas, one of

Zuppke's boys, has done a great job in helping place pro-

fessional football on a business-like plane. He and Dutch

Sternaman organized the Bears and were associated for

many years in the management and coaching of the team.

Another great pupil of Zuppke's has had real success in

coaching National League teams. I refer to Potsy Clark,

who guided the Portsmouth Spartans to many victories

and the Detroit Lions to the National championship.

I don't know how Zup feels about George Halas; we

have never discussed the matter, but I do know how Halas

feels about Zuppke; he admires him tremendously as a

coach, as a man and as football's greatest strategist.
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Incidentally, George Halas took Zup literally back in

his playing days when Zup talked about the value of being

industrious and of making oneself a "do-er." George

started from scratch, but he now coaches and controls the

Chicago Bears, a half-million-dollar corporation; he oper-

ates a large laundry on Chicago's North Side; he has the

controlling interest in a nationally known wholesale

jewelry and sporting goods company, and he is a partner

in a very successful premium company. He also frequently

runs the vacuum cleaner at home.

In 1917, playing for Illinois against Wisconsin, Halas

received the ball on the kickoff behind the goal line and

was astounded to feel it collapse in his hands. Completely

flabbergasted, he ran out onto the field, waving the ball

high above his head and stopped on the twenty-five

yard line, where he was surrounded by the amazed Illinois

and Wisconsin players. It did not occur to him to hide the

collapsed ball and run to a touchdown; that wouldn't have

occurred to any one at the moment.

The situation was unprecedented and the officials went

into a huddle to decide what to do. Finally, they agreed

that Wisconsin should again kickoff.

George Halas, who was captain of the basketball team,

was also an excellent baseball player and was with the

New York Yankees long enough to have a cup of coffee

with them. While he was with the Yanks he had the
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dubious privilege of hitting against Walter Johnson, when

that famous speedballer was at the height of his career.

Until that moment, George had rather fancied fast ball

pitching. He hit Johnson's first pitch against the left field

wall about one foot foul.

From that point on, only by the thud of the ball in the

catcher's mitt did George know that Walter Johnson was

not merely winding up and throwing a vacuum.

"Some coaches cry about wet fields and a slippery

ball. When it rains, it rains on both teams, fifty-fifty,

and they play with the same ball, in the same mud."

—Zuppke.
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF FOOTBALL

"A good loser is no good!" Zup once remarked and re-

cently I reminded him of the epigram, hoping that it

might touch him off on one of his favorite subjects, the

psychology of football.

'That statement has to be qualified," Zup said. "A boy

who is basically a good loser, is satisfied to lose and won't

fight hard to win. The boy I value on my squad is the one

who hates to lose, prepares not to lose, and burns up inside

when he does lose. Note that I said he burns up inside.

Externally, he should lose gracefully enough, congratulate

the opponent if necessary, but all the time he should feel

deep down in his bones that if the contest were to be

repeated, he'd win.

"Victory in football is 40 percent ability and 60 percent

spirit.

"I may use psychology, as they say, but I use it uncon-

sciously. A coach who uses it consciously is a failure. As a

matter of fact, I don't call it psychology but merely the

employment of knowledge, tact and energy. You roast

47
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one man and make him feel honored. Another man has

to be toasted and feted to be made effective. Do you know

how I had you figured during your playing days?"

"No," I said.

"You were sensitive—you were the lone wolf type. To

ride you would have been fatal. It was only necessary to

explain to you the how and why of things and to convince

you that you really could do what I told you you could."

I felt pretty good until he added, "Of course, that first

year it seemed that it would take an eternity to teach you

to cut back, to make you understand that it was better to

gain one yard down the field than twenty yards across—
toward the sidelines."

Fortunately, he changed the subject then. He said,

thoughtfully, "Courage doesn't belong to any one nation

or race. I have seen them all in thirty-one years of coaching.

The longer I am in contact with every race and creed, the

more I discover how little the human race differs.

"Human nature remains unchanged and as Kipling

said, 'Except for the appliances we make, the rate at which

we move ourselves through space and the words we use,

nothing in life changes.' By words, he means the expres-

sive terms of the day.

"During the height of the whoopee era, the frame of

mind expressed itself in, 'How much is there in it for me ?

It's all right if I can get away with it, isn't it?' That was
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succeeded by the powerful phrase of the depression, 'Can

you ta\e it?'

"You may coach a college team some time, Red. When

and if you do, here are some things to remember. Your

task will be to get the best out of your squad. To do so,

you must deal with them as men. Cultivate their respect,

confidence and good will by sincerity and absolute fair-

ness. Be impersonal in your criticism to the whole squad

and make your direct criticism to the player in private.

"Do not ridicule the scrubs. Treat each one alike, be

he star or humble substitute. Insist on a high standard of

accomplishment. Do not permit carelessness or indiffer-

ence.

"Praise sparingly. If you overdo it, it will be meaning-

less. Be careful not to spank, then kiss. It will ruin dis-

cipline. You must be a developer of men as well as a

selector of men. Keep your coaching simple and your

English plain.

"Insist on absolute obedience to a reasonable common

sense set of training rules, and keep your squad in the cor-

rect mental attitude toward those rules. It is a matter of

squad loyalty. Don't spy on the men. Place training rules

before them as a matter of a gentlemen's agreement.

"And put this down in capital letters. A losing squad

needs your help more than a winning team. Bolster their

confidence. Let them know that you believe in them and
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will be with them—win, lose or draw. That is the true

test of a coach—how he handles a team that simply hasn't

the talent and ability to hold its own against bigger teams

from a physical standpoint. If he can lift the boys beyond

themselves, then he is a real coach."

Zup's face broke into that old grin and his eyes gleamed

with humor.

"Some years ago," he said, "the coach of a small college

team came to see me. His team hadn't won a game in five

years. On the following Saturday his eleven was meeting

a traditional rival. He was distraught and jittery.

"I said to him, 'Are your boys in shape—have they got

courage—have you taught them sound football?'

"When he answered, 'yes' to all of those questions, I

told him, 'Go home and sleep like a baby. Let the other

coach do the worrying. Think what will happen to his

reputation if his team is the first one you beat in five

years!"

Zup resumed his convictions on coaching, "Above all,

be a gentleman in dealing with your squad. Remember

that you are working with young men who deserve your

best and who are critical of you.

"Football may be a brutal game, but brutes can't play it.

It calls for sportsmanship, fairness, and courtesy."

We fell to talking about material and I said, "Zup, I've

been asked one question many times. It is, 'When a foot-
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ball team is a winner, how much credit is due to good

material and how much to coaching?"

Zup thought it over and said, "A good coach makes bet-

ter players out of good ones and often makes good players

out of mediocre ones. He emphasizes their abilities

—

enables them to make the most of their latent talent

—

gives them the best chance by putting the right player in

the right place.

"Many boys develop tremendously after a single season.

For example, three of our All-American linemen: Slooey

Chapman, Jim McMillen and Ernie Shively all were fail-

ures as sophomores.

"The work of the coach is more apparent when he deals

with raw material. The team's progress is visible. But the

coach shows his ability just as much when he polishes

material that is already developed and fits it for the team.

He superimposes good habits of play on bad ones.

"Players must have morale and loyalty, and the most

important job of the coach is to instill this morale and

loyalty, no matter what the material is. That is where his

personality counts. The fawning, crawling, pleading coach

neither leads nor directs. Boys follow a leader, but are

herded in front of a driver. They are suspicious of the

whip behind but lool^ with trust to the man in front!'

My old coach fell silent, with a faraway look in his eyes.

I waited for a reasonable length of time for him to speak
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again, but when he continued to be silent, I extended an

inane feeler. I've forgotten what I said—it wasn't impor-

tant in any event—but Zup began to speak as though he

were half talking to himself.

"If you are young in your mind and continually search-

ing it for ideas, rather than for words; if you are growing,

if you are working yourself into your task and saturating

yourself with it, you will always be like a sunrise that is

changing with every passing moment.

"Absolute consistency is the measure of smaller minds,

minds which have ceased to grow, minds that have given

up the possibility of further creation and have settled down

to the task of logical coherency and fixity of expression."

That was too rich for my blood and I yelled, "Whoa!"

Zup said, "You're wondering what all that has to do

with football and me?"

For want of something better to say, I mumbled "Yes."

Zup said, "I'm 58 years old, Red, and I've been coaching

for 31 years. I have lost none of my enthusiasm for the

game—and it is a game. It still stirs my imagination. When

I stop trying to devise a play that cannot be stopped, I'll

quit coaching. There isn't any such thing as an unstop-

pable maneuver, but I'll never cease my hunt for it."

I told him, "Let's go beyond the unstoppable play and

think up a football player who is a composite of all of the

great Illinois men of the past. Let's give him Pogue's speed
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and pickup, Jack Crangle's drive, Potsy Clark's football

mind, Butch Nowack's power, Chuck Carney's ability to

catch passes and
—

"

Zup stopped me just as I was getting warmed up.

"There'd be a catch to it somewhere," he said. "The

fellow would die of self-esteem."

My next question was, "Is there much difference be-

tween the boys who come out for football today and those

of the old days?"

"There are still a great many boys to whom football is

an adventure—who have daring, competitive spirit," Zup

answered. "But there are also many boys who merely want

to be part of the show that football has become, who want

the prestige or romance or glamour of the football theatre.

"But, thank heaven, there are still many young fellows

who are driven by the hero-urge, who want to stand out

from the mob on the basis of their own effort and accom-

plishment. They want to excel. That desire to rise is part

of their nature; it's in their makeup. To a real competitor,

victory brings a tremendous inward exultation—defeat, a

disappointment so keen it is almost like losing a dear one.

"The boy who wants to stand out and succeeds in doing

so reverses the order of Nature. Nature is perpetually en-

gaged in leveling itself, and Man likewise has a lurking

negative disposition parading alongside of his positive, ag-

gressive self. That accounts for the 'front runner,' the
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'gymnasium champion.' That is why we will always have

boys who are supreme on the practice field but falter on

the day of competition.

"As I traveled down the mighty Yukon from the Great

Divide above Skagway to Dawson, I noticed Nature's end-

less process of leveling itself, the mountains being slowly

brought down to the plains by the rivers, and I connected

that with the many negative philosophies which try to

level ofl humanity.

"It is commonly recognized that human beings love a

winner, a champion, but after a while they actually pay

admission to see the champion leveled—and in leveling

the champion, they only produce another.

"In times of stress, leaders arise. This is as true on the

football field as in life. There is always some great soul

who unconsciously leads and whom others unconsciously

follow. But when the leader consciously attempts to lead,

you have revolt.

"On every great football team there is some player to

whom the others naturally and without thought come to

recognize as their leader. He is one who gives them con-

fidence and poise when the going is rough out there on

the chalked field. Butch Nowack, a boy from the little

mining town of Pana, Illinois, was a genuine leader with-

out ever knowing it. So were Potsy Clark, Jack Beynon,

Bob Reitsch, Bobby and Ralph Fletcher, Jack Watson,
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Ralph Chapman, Dutch and Joe Sternaman, and Les

Lindberg.

"Sometimes there are two or three strong leaders on a

single team, forming an oligarchy of benevolent tyrants."

"The movie star may be God's gift to women but the

second guess is God's gift to the football fans."

—Zuppke.





CHAPTER SEVEN

THE WAR PERIOD

In 1917, the United States entered the Big Scrimmage in

France and thousands of Illinois men flocked to the train-

ing camps, among them many members of the Tribe of

Illini. Honoring her heroic sons the University of Illinois

was to erect, in the early nineteen twenties, the beautiful

Memorial Stadium. It stands today as a monument to the

courage of those Illini who lost their lives in the War.

The Illinois team of 1917 ran somewhat to the light,

scrawny side; even so, it won more than its share of games

and in the season's finale, met headon the great All-Star

team from Camp Funston, Kansas. On the All-Star army

team, led by Illinois' own brilliant field general, Potsy

Clark, were many of the bright stars of football history.

No one gave the light, very young Illinois team the

slightest chance of victory, but when the final whistle

sounded, Illinois was out in front, 28 to 0.

Another Zuppke upset?

Zup, with his love of contradiction, says there is no such

thing as an upset. "An upset is merely a victory achieved,"

57
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he states, "when not even one expert gives you an iota of a

chance to win."

Wrestle wit^i that in your spare time. It must mean

something—just what, is slightly hazy in my mind.

Dutch Sternaman, whose performance was a major fac-

tor in the defeat of Camp Funston in 1917, enlisted not

long afterward and was a member of the camp team in

1918. He was the only private on the squad and was elected

captain

!

One of the commanding officers tells an amusing story

about Dutch during his stay at Camp Funston. In passing

the shower room reserved exclusively for the royal order

of "shave tails" and other superior beings, this officer noted

a private's uniform hanging outside the shower, with the

sound of slithering and slathering emerging from within.

Parenthetically, it must be stated that Dutch Sternaman

had a smile which would have sold toothpaste by the mil-

lions of cartons.

The officer bided his time and presently the miscreant

appeared, rubbing himself vigorously. It was Dutch.

"Are you commissioned?" the officer demanded.

"No, sir," was the answer.

"Do you know that this is an officers' shower room?"

the major asked.

"Yes, sir."

"Who gave you permission to use it?"
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"Sternaman, sir," Dutch replied.

"Who is Sternaman?"

"Me, sir," Dutch answered, turning on his smile.

In telling the story, the officer said, "That grin got me.

I found myself grinning back at him and I let him get

away with it."

During 1918, the Illini added another championship to

Zuppke's string of titles. It was the war year and at Illinois,

as in all other universities, the male undergraduates were

members of the SATC. The Illini squad reported at 7

o'clock in the morning and stopped promptly at eight to

resume their military training. Illinois swept through the

conference, defeating Iowa, Wisconsin, Ohio and Chicago.

During that season, Illinois had a halfback whom

Zuppke believes would have become an All-American had

he remained in college. That was Jess Kirkpatrick. "He

had everything," Zuppke states. Then, for emphasis, Zup

borrowed a term from show business: "Jess was tuh-ri-

fick!"

Another great player of that and other years was Swede

Rundquist, a long rangy youth who excelled on defense.

Once Rundquist missed a signal and Zuppke said, "Swede,

you don't know the plays."

Rundquist answered, "That's right. I'm not interested

in offense. I have my fun when they try to come through

my side of the line."
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With the end of the War in 1918, many of the Illini

were mustered out of the military service and returned to

the campus, and with the infiltration of new material,

Zuppke once again whipped into shape an aggregation of

fine players.

In 1919, Illinois again won the conference champion-

ship, plowing through a "suicide schedule" of seven con-

ference opponents: Purdue, Iowa, Wisconsin, Chicago,

Minnesota, Michigan, and Ohio, opposition that was really

the "murderers' row" of football. Any coach who sched-

uled those universities in one season today would be

promptly clapped into an institution for the insane.

The tough Iowa eleven of 1919 was vanquished by use

of the hidden "onside kick" which was soon to be ruled

out of football. The application of it was strictly a Zuppke

maneuver. Walquist started moving backward as the ball

was snapped and was behind the punter as the latter

booted the ball. He was off like a shot, seized the bound-

ing ball and dashed to a touchdown.

Zup had taken the precaution to explain the play to the

referee, Walter Eckersall, before the game.

The team rode down the stretch to meet Ohio State in

the final game, with the championship as the stake. And

that game developed into a hair-raising affair in which

Illinois won with only one minute and twenty-two seconds

left to play.
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Ohio State can blame a wild-eyed Ohio co-ed for that

defeat. With the game dying, and Ohio leading 7 to 6,

this frantic Ohio rooter shoved a copy of the Ohio State

Lantern through the screen into Zuppke's lap.

Glancing at it, Zup read the headline, "Ohio State

Smears Illinois!" The extras had been printed and rushed

to the stadium for use if Ohio held the lead to the finish,

but had been prematurely released.

"That headline made me mad," Zup said. "I sent in a

substitute to tell Walquist to throw a forward pass to

Chuck Carney on every play, no matter what signal Bobby

Fletcher called!"

Walquist connected with Carney on a series of passes

and Illinois advanced the ball almost to the Ohio goal line.

Ralph Fletcher, the regular Illinois left halfback, who did

the place-kicking, was out of the lineup with a bad ankle,

so his brother, Bob, the quarterback, assumed the respon-

sibility.

"There were only eight seconds left," Zup recalls, "and

I almost went crazy when I saw Bobby taking plenty of

time preparing for the kick on the 22-yard line. So I sent

in a substitute, to make it 'time out' automatically. That

gave Bobby plenty of time to get all set before time was in.

The little fellow didn't falter. It was his first placekick in

college competition, but he made it good. We won, 9 to 7."

Even an Illinois man must concede that Ohio State has
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been a perpetual thorn in the side of the Fighting Mini;

the Buckeyes have known the exultation of victory over

Illinois, when the defeat cost the Mini the championship.

Such an instance occurred in 1920, when Ohio State won

the championship by defeating Illinois in the final game

of the season by a single touchdown. The Illinois team

again had the forward passing combination of Walquist-

to-Carney; Carney was placed on Walter Camp's Ail-

American at the close of the season; Crangle, one of the

mightiest fullbacks in Illinois history; Johnny Depler,

whom Walter Camp chose runner-up for the center posi-

tion on his All-American selections that year; a truly great

tackle in Milt Olander; the Fletcher brothers, and others

—but the team could not repeat the victory of the pre-

ceding year.

As in all heart-breaking games, the Illinois eleven at

times seemed certain to score against Ohio. Once Hubert

Tabor of Illinois passed to Walquist, who was aloof and

uncovered in the end zone, but the ball slipped out of the

hands of the flashy little back.

# # #

"Beat 0-hi-o\ Beat O-Ai-ol Beat 0-Am>!"

That was the chant of 300 members of the Illinois root-

ing section on a moist, gray day in Columbus in 1921.

The chant had the rhythmic cadence of a savage torn torn

and, as it continued almost without interruption through-
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out the game, it virtually stilled the rooting section of the

Buckeyes.

It stirred the blood of the Illinois team—pitched the lads

so high that they turned a disastrous season into a success-

ful one.

When the Illini faced Ohio in that final game, the Illi-

nois team had not won a conference game, had not even

scored a touchdown against a Big Ten team! And Ohio

had won every game and had not even been scored on.

One beating after another had given our eleven a defeatist

complex.

On the other hand, victory for Ohio meant that the

championship would go to the Buckeyes. Only the Illinois

group, heretofore ineffectual, stood between Ohio and the

Promised Land.

But Zuppke, maker of champions and wrecker of cham-

pionship hopes, had spent a busy week planning for this

game. For one thing, he had revised his huddle, an inno-

vation which he had introduced to football that season.

Incidentally, in introducing the huddle, Zup's aim at

the time was not to give the Illini a chance to exchange

boyish secrets and confidences in comparative privacy. Its

purpose was to enable all members of the team to get the

signals despite the roar of the crowd. In previous years,

Zup had often noted that the backfield men frequently

grouped together, during noisy games, to make sure that
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they got the quarterback's choice of play correctly. The

idea struck Zup that it might be a good idea for the entire

team to huddle so that the linemen and ends also would

be certain to get the signals correctly. He tried the huddle

in one game and, when it worked successfully, continued

to use it. Many teams later adopted the huddle, of course,

but one time before its use had become general, Mrs.

Zuppke took a little girl with her to one of the Illinois

games. Illinois used the "huddle," as Zuppke had chris-

tened it, but the other team did not. As the game went

along the puzzled little girl asked, "Why do the Illinois

boys have so many secrets when the other boys haven't

any?"

Getting back to that 1921 game at Ohio . . . Zup made

this change in the huddle: Instead of huddling directly

behind the ball, the eleven grouped together far to one

side. When they came out of the huddle, they charged to

their positions diagonally—in other words, from an angle

—thereby making it extremely difficult for the Buckeyes

to anticipate the coming formation and to shift properly

to meet it.

That was one factor. Another factor in Zup's pre-game

planning demonstrates the value of good scouting. The

Illini scout had reported that when the Buckeyes were in

the scoring zone, and needed a yard or two to make first

down, they almost always relied upon one play—a split
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buck, with the quarter carrying the ball. Therefore, Zup

instructed Jack Crangle, the Illinois fullback, to move into

the line when the foregoing situation developed. It came

early in the game when Ohio reached the Illinois 12 yard

line, fourth down and two yards for a first down. Sure

enough, Ohio used the play for which Illinois had been

prepared and Pete Stinchcomb, the ball carrier, was met

head-on by the powerful Crangle. Pete bounced back off

of Crangle like a rubber ball off of a cast iron stove and

Illinois took possession of the ball.

Coming at a critical time, the incident further strength-

ened the Illinois morale. The spirit of the team was rising

as that torn torn chant, "Beat O-^i-o! Beat 0-hi-o\ Beat

O-^/'-o!" rang in their heads and heated their blood. Zup

confesses that that was the first time he fully realized the

value of the rooting section in stimulating a team.

Then Illinois scored—the first and only touchdown

scored against Ohio by a conference opponent during the

entire season.

The scoring play was a "screened pass" from Don Peden

to Laurie Walquist. The latter was screened from the view

of the Ohio secondary defense by the right side of the

Illini line, which was charging downfield. Behind this

wave of Illinois men, Walquist ran almost parallel to the

line of scrimmage, took the forward pass from Peden and

continued on to the touchdown which won the game.
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Later, little Joe Sternaman made a long run to a touch-

down, but the ball was called back because of a foul. The

final score was Illinois, 7; Ohio, 0.

The "screened pass" was legal in those days and Zuppke

made full and successful use of it; the following year it

was ruled out of collegiate football.

Don Peden, who tossed the forward pass, was one of

the best halfbacks Illinois ever had. He was a slim youth,

six feet tall and weighing only 151 pounds, but he was

fast, wiry and shifty. He is now successfully coaching Ohio

University teams at Athens, and his elevens regularly ap-

pear on the Illinois schedule.

Another star on that 1921 team was Al Mohr, whom

Zuppke considers the most versatile player he ever had.

During Mohr's collegiate football career injuries constant-

ly beset the Illinois teams. Al played guard, his regular

position, center, quarterback, right half, and was often

called upon to pass, punt and pray. Despite the continued

shifting of his positions, he remained eager, optimistic and

perpetually willing.

At a banquet in Los Angeles, "Slip" Madigan, coach

of St. Mary's, said, "Zuppke invented the huddle and

I invented the fumble."



CHAPTER EIGH

LLINOIS WINS TITLE FOR IOWA

The 1922 squad took a series of beatings, but emphasized

the truth of the axiom, "If Zuppke can't win a champion-

ship for Illinois, he can win it for some other conference

school by knocking off the top contender."

That year Iowa was the recipient, winning the title when

Illinois knocked Zup's own alma mater, Wisconsin, out

of the championship with a 3 to defeat. And Iowa, the

winner, barely nosed out the Illini that year, 8 to 7

!

At the 1922 football dinner, Captain Wilson read a let-

ter of tribute to Zup, signed by every member of the squad.

The letter, which is one of the most prized possessions of

my old coach, follows

:

"To Robert C. Zuppke: We, the members of the Uni-

versity of Illinois varsity football squad of 1922, want to

express to you our appreciation of the earnestness, sin-

cerity of purpose, and skill with which you have coached

us.

"Now that the season is ended, we can well understand

the magnitude of your task. Most of us were without
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Varsity experience. We can well imagine that our faults

were such as to discourage anybody except one fortified

with your own indomitable spirit. Whatever our faults,

many people were good enough to say that we never quit.

If this is the truth, and we believe that it is, we learned

the spirit of never quitting from you, our coach.

"You never coddled us, that is true, but what football

player expects soft treatment? You expected us to give

every ounce of energy that we possessed, just as you did.

You played no favorites and the humblest substitute knew

that if he could deliver the goods, he could win a job

away from the oldest man on the team.

"Those of us whose football days are ended will carry

with us as an inspiration the memory of your unending

labor, your devotion to duty and your loyalty to Illinois.

Most of us will return next Fall. We pledge to you our

best endeavors. We know that you are a real coach and

that if we just do our part as well as you do yours, together

we will bring back the conference championship to Illi-

nois."

They made good. That squad and Zuppke again deliv-

ered the title to Illinois in 1923

!

I was a member of the freshman squad in 1922. We had

a good freshman team, with a backfield which included

"Moon" Baker, who later starred at Northwestern; Daug-

herity, Britton, and Cook, who later went to Michigan.
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Much was made of the fact that our freshman team

played the Varsity in a regulation game and were barely

nosed out, 21 to 19—but another fact which was not simi-

larly emphasized was that in a return engagement, the

Varsity gave us a terrific beating by a top-heavy score

—

about 51 to 7. Perhaps we were a bit chesty; in any event

the Varsity took it out of us.

That reminds me of a line by Zuppke: "Those whom

the gods wish to destroy, they first make cocky!"

# # #

There is a story connected with almost every Illinois

team. Zup tells one on the 1922 team and I leave it to your

judgment as to whether it is truth or fiction. Just bear in

mind that Zup's lively imagination works as actively in

other fields as in football.

"That squad had a lot of earnest young sophomores

on it," Zup relates, "and I believe they took some of my

statements literally.

"Before the Iowa game, I told the squad, 'This is a game

that calls for men of supreme courage, Men of Iron!

There will be no substitutions in this game. The only man

who comes out of that lineup will be a DEAD MANI'

"The game wore along. Then, as our team went into a

huddle, one of them slumped to the ground.

"I told a sophomore—we'll say his name is Chingach-

gook—to start warming up. After a moment I called him
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over and said, 'All right, Chingachgook, go on in there

and take his place. Don't talk and don't forget to report to

the official.'

"The lad's eyes were wild and he was tremendously

agitated. He gulped, ran out on the field and knelt over

the injured Illinois man. He was up again like a shot and

came rushing back to the bench.

"Listen, coach," he exclaimed, "he's still breathing!"

"One of the greatest players I have ever seen in action,

in all my years in football, was an unheralded bac\

named Immley of the Rolla School of Mines."

—Zuppke.
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CHAPTER NIN

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS BAND

Whether or not you are an Illini, the chances are that

shivers run up and down your spine when the magnificent

University of Illinois Band, splendid in its blue capes

lined with gold, marches out on the field. And when the

musicians stand with bared heads in front of the Illinois

sections and sing, "Hail to the Orange"—well, I for one

wish inwardly that the old legs hadn't lost their spring

and elasticity so that I could get out there and do my bit

with the Fighting Illini.

Back in 1925 our team went to Philadelphia to play

Pennsylvania, and the band was to make the trip by spe-

cial train. We needed the inspiration of the band. It was

the first time Zup had taken an Illinois team to an East-

ern gridiron and we wanted to make good for him. Not

only did the team need the zip and fire that the Illinois

Band inspires, but we were also very proud of the organi-

zation and wanted the East to see what a real college band

looks like.

We were somewhat downhearted that day at Phila-
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delphia. Eighteen hours of continuous rain had drenched

all the East, and the field had been left uncovered. We
were worried about our ability to gain ground on a mud-

dy gridiron with our open attack.

Roaring over the rails, many miles distant, came rein-

forcement—our Illinois football band. First delayed by a

mainline wreck, then forced to detour far from the usual

route, the band's special train was making up time. It was

nearly seven hours behind schedule.

Suspense seized those Illini musicians. Would they

reach Franklin Field for the game ?

If not, their 1,000-mile journey would be all in vain.

And we needed them.

Ahead in the locomotive was the hero of the hour—

a

Pennsylvania railroad engineer, who ran his train at an

average speed of 78 miles per hour from Harrisburg to

West Philadelphia.

Back in the Pullmans was a man with presence of mind,

Austin A. Harding, director of the University bands, who

at that time personally drilled the football band.

"Aus" speedily lined up his 160 bandsmen aboard the

fleeting train. Instruments were ready. Music was in the

lyres. Uniforms were adjusted. Inside the baggage coach,

drummer and sousaphone players waited in readiness.

"ILLINOIS BAND EN ROUTE. HOLD EVERY-

THING!" came a wire from Harrisburg. We were pre-
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pared to hold everything, including Penn on the one yard

line, if necessary. A tremendous crowd waited at the sta-

tion as the train steamed into West Philadelphia at ex-

actly 1 :39 P. M.

Out of the Pullmans hastened musical Illini. Franklin

Field was but a few blocks away. A hurried formation,

every bandsman in position, and a moment later, to the

tune of an Illinois song, that band was marching toward

the scene of the combat.

In the nearby stadium all sound ceased. Suddenly the

greatest football crowd Philadelphia had ever known

broke into a mighty cheer. The music was coming nearer

. . . nearer . . . nearer until the band passed our dressing

room. Equally dramatic and far more important was the

scene in our quarters. "The world's greatest college band"

was here!

Then, when the band swept onto the field, the big

crowd came to its feet with a storm of applause that thun-

dered through the walls into our dressing room.

It marched to the center of Franklin Field, quickly

formed into a block "I" and struck up "Illinois Loyalty."

Hearing that old song, every lad on the team had that

queer feeling in the pit of his stomach which comes when

you are keyed almost to the breaking point. Zup had al-

ready brought us to a high pitch, and the dramatic arrival

of the band was the final spark that touched off the team.
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Austin A. Harding has put as many as 360 bandsmen

on the field at one time, although the usual size is 180.

The band plays, sings and marches. It is the original a

capella band. It is a greeting organization to visitors and

plays the visiting team's college songs in the absence of its

own band.

Not the least of the thrills for the spectators at Illinois

home games are the maneuvers of the band as it forms

amazing designs out on the gridiron between halves, salut-

ing the visiting rooting sections as well as the Illini sec-

tions. Even when the team is beaten, the Illini come to

their feet after the final gun is fired and, accompanied by

the band, sing that grand old song, "Illinois Loyalty."

Zuppke has always recognized the value of the band

not only as an inspiration to the team but for its colorful

contribution to the excitement and glamour of the game.

"Illinois," says Zup, "has the good fortune of having

without doubt the largest and best trained college band in

the world. The late John Philip Sousa recognized it as

such and he left his entire musical library to the band.

It has both quality and quantity. It is remarkably well-

built and arranged by Austin A. Harding, who has, in

turn, given to other Universities great band leaders. This

well-drilled band lends color, glamour, inspiration, show-

manship to the whole football setting here at Illinois and

elsewhere where it might accompany the team. There is
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no doubt in my mind but what the band creates an atmos-

phere which has made it difficult for superior opponents to

defeat us. Illinois football and the band are inseparable!'

"Aus" Harding's duties as President of the American

Bandmaster's Association, and as Director of the Concert

Band, made it necessary for him to delegate much of the

work in connection with "The Football Band" to the very

capable Assistant Director, Mark Hindsley. In its many

thrilling formations, the band is drilled by Mr. Hindsley.
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CHAPTER TEN

THE MEMORIAL STADIUM

The vastly increased interest in the football teams turned

out by Bob Zuppke made the seating capacity of Old Illi-

nois Field entirely inadequate. When it was estimated

that nearly 20,000 persons were unable to obtain seats to

the Ohio State game in 1920, sentiment began to crystal-

lize for the building of a Stadium large enough to accom-

modate the thousands who could not possibly be admitted

to the small field that had been in use since 1900.

"I haven't the slightest doubt," said George HufT, "that

we could have sold more than 40,000 tickets, and possibly

50,000 for the Ohio State game if we had had the seating

facilities. With the growing interest in our athletics, it is

no idle guess to prophesy that every one of the 75,000 seats

in the new Stadium will be sold for the big games of the

next few years."

Robert C. Zuppke, "G" Huff, and alumnus Elmer Ek-

blaw became the "Big Three" in the Stadium Drive.

Offices for the campaign were opened in the Old Union

Building, and student committees were formed, and the
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real job—selling the idea to the student body—began in

earnest. The propaganda took the form of mass meetings,

speeches, parades, contests, pictures and posters. "BUILD

THAT STADIUM FOR FIGHTING ILLINI" became

the slogan, and "FIGHT ILLINI"* the official Stadium

song.

On Monday, April 25, 1921, the climax of the student

campaign was reached when two monster mass meetings

were held on the campus.

In the Old Gym Annex every inch of space was taken.

The band played, horns tooted. The platform swarmed

with University executives, athletes, coaches and commit-

teemen. There were the usual Illinois cheers—Oskey-

Wow-Wow, Chee-Hee—Chee-Hah, and all the rest—but

they had more than their usual quality.

When G. Huff rose to speak, the din was deafening.

When it finally stilled he said:

"I want to see a great Stadium at the University of Illi-

nois. I know that you will get it. I believe there is a fine

spirit at this University. The Stadium will be many things

—a memorial to the Illinois boys who were killed in the

World War, a recreation field, and an imposing place for

our varsity games. But it will be an unprecedented expres-

sion of Illinois Loyalty. What you have started, our alumni

will finish!"

Music by Rose J. Oltusky, '22; words by Sampson Raphaelson, '17.
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Then Zuppke, small, tense, his hands rigidly clasped

behind his back, stepped up, and the crowd again broke

into roaring enthusiasm. Like lightning his sentences zig-

zagged across the great hall, and when he ended with a

request for voluntary donations of $1,000 for the Stadium,

there was a deep hush of expectancy.

Suddenly, from out of the section of Filipinos, Latin-

Americans, South Africans, Chinese, Japanese and Hindu

students, came in broken English:

"I will give, sir!"

Pandemonium broke loose. The youth was carried bod-

ily over to the platform and Zuppke announced his name.

He was R. L. Cavalcanti, a Latin-American.

Thousand-dollar offers came in quick succession from

Princess Tirhata Kiram of Sulu, from J. C. Aquilar of

Tampico, and five-hundred-dollar offers from everywhere

in the foreign sections, and finally from the American

parts of the crowded hall.

A messenger came from the other meeting at the Audi-

torium where "Prof" Russell was officiating, to announce

that the students from Cook and Champaign counties,

there assembled, had pledged $300,000. Ten minutes later

Zuppke announced that we had a total of $700,000 pledged

by the undergraduate body. The student quota was

$350,000!!

Zup put his heart, soul, mind and body back of the drive
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for funds for the erection of the Memorial Stadium. He is

a zealot in anything he undertakes, and, as chairman of

the $2,000,000 Stadium Drive Committee, he traveled

thousands of miles, addressed hundreds of groups of Illini

the country over. He loves every grain of concrete in that

Stadium. It represents the accomplishment of a practical

dream.

Undergraduates at the University had contributed to

the Stadium fund out of their scanty allowances—scanty

because "Illinois is a university of the people,"—and the

students decided one day to stage a "Poverty Day," cele-

brating the depletion of their personal finances. The gen-

eral idea was that anyone who chose could wear a costume,

dramatizing his utter poverty.

It was a good idea, but in any large group of people

there are exuberant destructive souls who seize any excuse

to start tearing things apart. This day was no exception.

In mid-morning, Zuppke received a telephone call from

President Kinley. The latter requested Zup's help in quell-

ing a situation which showed signs of getting out of hand.

A group of students had removed a street car from its

tracks. Another bunch had taken a fire engine from the

University fire department. Another crowd was trying to

push a Ford up the steps of the Commerce Building. Presi-

dent Kinley worried lest the disorder might spread.

Zup volunteered to stop it all if Dr. Kinley would let
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him run the university for an hour. When his request was

granted, Zup's first move was to send athletes into the

classrooms over the campus, to announce that the classes

were dismissed and to urge attendance of the men students

at a meeting at eleven o'clock in the Auditorium.

At the meeting, President Kinley talked to the under-

graduates, and afterward Zuppke made a brief speech.

Zup said, in effect, "Fellows, you are putting us into a

tough spot. If we have a lot of irresponsible havoc, word

of it is going to get around the country, and it will en-

danger our Stadium drive. No one wants to be a wet

blanket and stop you from having some fun, but let's not

have it at the expense of the Memorial Stadium."

President Kinley then granted permission for "Poverty

Day" to be continued until noon. When he had finished,

however, Zup made a suggestion to the students.

"I think President Kinley is being very sporting about

this," he said, "and it seems to me that you could match

his sportsmanship by calling the whole thing off right

now."

The students did just that!

The foregoing is not cited as an instance of the power

of mind over matter; the twin cities were in no danger of

being destroyed. It is merely reported as an example of

how Zup unerringly appeals to the sense of fairness of the

individual or the group.
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Fairness is Zup's creed. It was the quality which made

him devoted to "G" Huff. It is an instinct that is ever

powerful within my old coach himself,

"It used to be that when jather and son played golf,

the father hired a caddy and the son lugged his own

clubs. Now the son hires a caddy and the father car-

ries his own. Son doesn't loo\ very long for a lost ball

but papa may spend all afternoon in the cornfield

hunting a ball that cost fifty cents."—Zuppke.



PU BLISHER'S NOTE

No record of Robert C. Zuppke's achievements at the University

of Illinois during the past quarter century would be complete with-

out a chapter devoted to Illinois' own immortal Red Grange. The

two of them—Zup and the sensational redhead—wrote a brilliant

chapter in football history.

At our request, George Dunscomb, a writer long associated with

"77" has contributed "The Red Grange Era," to this volume.

Mr. Dunscomb requires no introduction to the millions who read

his sports articles and fiction in national magazines. He is Di-

rector of Radio for McCann-Erickson, Chicago, one of the three

largest advertising agencies in the world.
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HAPTER ELEVEN

THE RED GRANGE ERA— By George Dunscomb

"A strea\ of fire, a breath of flame, eluding all who
reach and clutch; a gray ghost thrown into the game
that rival hands may rarely touch; a rubber bound-

ing, lasting soul whose destination is the goal—Red
Grange of Illinois."—Grantland Rice, in The New
Yor\ Tribune.

Locked in the treasury of 69,000 minds is the picture of

Red Grange running like the wind ... a picture of fluid,

flowing human motion—so swift, so smooth, so effort-

less—that his pursuers, sprinting across the green sward

in the red October sun, seemed weighted and old.

That was the rare and memorable football canvas Bob

Zuppke painted for the Illini on October 18, 1924. The

occasion was the formal dedication of the new, vast Me-

morial Stadium, with 69,000 spectators on hand; the enemy

was Yost's Michigan eleven; the brush for Zuppke's bold,

free strokes was Red Grange.

There is no need here to recount the four long runs to

touchdowns which Red Grange made against the Wol-

verines before the game was twelve minutes old; nor to
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remind you that he handled the ball only five times and

made five touchdowns.

But this is worth telling: long afterward I asked Grange:

"When you ran wild that day against Michigan, when you

had scored the fourth touchdown, how did you feel?"

Red grinned as he said, "How did I feel? I felt tired!"

Under pressure, he finally added, "Well, in a movie that

night, I felt pretty good about the game."

There you have Red Grange—master of under statement

in anything pertaining to his gridiron feats! There are

three Red Granges: the will o' the wisp of the gridiron;

the figure created by publicity; and the quiet, composed

young man—with a quick sense of humor—whom his

friends know today.

One day last summer, I stopped in at Zuppke's place

with Red to see the Illinois coach. As we came up the

stairs, Zup with that wide, engaging grin of his, leaned

over the banister and yelled, "Hi, Red!" Grange shouted

delightedly, "Hi, Zup!" and as they shook hands, they

were grinning like two excited kids. They understand one

another, those two.

# # #

George Dawson, of Wheaton, a former Illini athlete,

sold Red Grange the idea of entering the University of

Illinois. The redhead was an all-round athlete at Wheaton

High, but his primary interests were basketball and track

;
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he hoped to be able to make the basketball and track teams

at Illinois, but ended up playing baseball and football

instead.

When Grange reported for freshman football, the big

frosh linemen and backs by the dozen overawed him to

the point where he dropped off the squad.

"I didn't believe that a yokel halfback from Wheaton

had a chance," he said afterward.

He rejoined the squad, however, at the insistence of the

upper classmen in the Zeta Psi house.

"The first time Grange attracted my attention," Zup

states, "was when the redhead, then a freshman, returned

a punt through the Varsity for a touchdown in a full-

length game between the frosh and the Varsity. I noticed

his high knee action and his extraordinary pickup. He had

a pronounced tendency to run wide, toward the sidelines,

instead of cutting back. Hence, I told Burt Ingwersen,

who was then our freshman coach, to work on Red to help

him overcome that fault.

"Red was exceptionally fast—but he wasn't quite as

speedy on the straightway as his brother, Garland. Gardie

didn't have Red's elusiveness—no player has ever had it

—

nor did he have Red's pickup. He had more dash and fire.

Red was a soundless rocket."

Incidentally, Zuppke chose Garland Grange on his All-

Illinois team for the period in which he has coached the
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Mini. He placed Chuck Carney on the other wing, Jim

McMillen and "Slooey" Chapman at the guard posts; Bob

Reitsch at center; and Burt Ingwersen and Butch Nowack

at the tackle positions.

His backfield has the two "Harolds," Grange and Pogue,

as halfbacks, Jack Crangle as fullback and Potsy Clark as

field general.

"Those are the boys who performed the most sensa-

tionally and made the fewest mistakes," Zup states, "but

there is only a very thin margin, if any, in their abilities

over those of many other players. As a matter of fact, if

I sat down and gave a lot of weighty consideration to

every factor, I'd have trouble deciding just who should be

on that All-Illinois team."

* # #

"GRANGE SPRINTS TO FAME" was the headline

over Walter Eckersall's account of Red's first game with

the Fighting Mini—Illinois vs. Nebraska in 1923.

As usual, Nebraska had a powerful team, an eleven

which, later in the season, upset Notre Dame's Four Horse-

men and Seven Mules. Nebraska had Verne Lewellen, as

great a punter as football has known; two exceptional

tackles in Weir and Basset; a speed merchant named

Noble ; a very fine end named Rhodes, and a well-rounded

team.

The sophomore with a big "77" on his back scored three
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touchdowns that afternoon; the first after taking a for-

ward pass from Earl Britton; the second on a sweeping

run around the Nebraska left end.

In the fourth quarter, the redhead fielded one of Verne

Lewellen's punts on the Illinois thirty-five yard line.

Straight down the eastern sideline he sped for sixty-five

yards, crossing the goal only a step ahead of Walter Ecker-

sall, the referee. In that contest, Grange played thirty-nine

minutes, scored three touchdowns and gained 208 yards

of ground.

His performance that afternoon served notice on the

football world that a new star was rising and was destined

to keep on riding high, never to fade—except away from

tacklers.

During his three years at Illinois, Red Grange scored

thirty-one touchdowns in twenty games and gained more

than two miles of ground. A great many brilliant halfbacks

have flashed across the football sky since Grange's day—

Marchmont Schwartz of Notre Dame, Pug Lund of Min-

nesota, the Purvis boys of Purdue, Jay Berwanger of Chi-

cago, Dixie Howell of Alabama, to mention only a few

—

but none has ever approached Grange's mark. They will

be shooting at it for a long time to come and ten will get

you twenty that it will never be equalled.

Five years after he had played his final game for Illinois,

Grange was still a great football player. Witness : In 1930,
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playing with the Chicago Bears—against the huge, power-

ful League lines—without benefit of fierce collegiate block-

ing—Grange had a season's average of 5.8 yards every

time he carried the ball.

On the Illini eleven of 1923 were many of the members

of the losing team of 1922 who had promised Zuppke an-

other conference championship and they weren't fooling.

They blocked, blocked, blocked for Grange. The fighting

kids who comprised the first stringers included: Muhl at

left end, Crawford at left tackle, Captain McMillen at left

guard, Green at center, Miller at right guard, Dick Hall

at right tackle, Richards at right end, Harry Hall at quar-

terback, Grange at left half, Mcllwain and Schultz at

right half, and Britton at fullback.

Of that group Zuppke singled out Mcllwain as the great-

est blocker that he ever produced, with Schultz as a very

close second. He considers Britton one of the greatest ball

handlers. He was an exceptional punter, passer and pass

receiver. His forward passes to Red won many a ball game

—and he was on the receiving end of many from Grange.

Iowa almost thwarted the ambition of the 1923 team to

present the championship to Zuppke. With Rwg minutes

left in the final quarter, the scoreboard read: Iowa, 6;

Illinois, 3. Illinois had the ball on its own 19 yard line

—

eighty-one yards from a touchdown. Earl Britton threw

a forward pass to Grange that was good for 29 yards.
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Ditto for 2 yards. Ditto for 22 yards. Ditto for 26 yards.

Then Grange sprinted around end—touchdown! Final,

Illinois, 9; Iowa, 6.

So it went. The redhead played nineteen minutes against

Northwestern and gained 251 yards, an average of 13 yards

a minute.

Chicago went down to defeat at the hands of the Illini,

along with Wisconsin and Ohio State. The Buckeyes and

a wet field checked Grange for three quarters. But in the

fourth quarter, behind the blocking barrage laid down by

the Fighting Illini, the redhead made a series of runs

which culminated in the winning touchdown, a touch-

down that brought the conference title back to Illinois.

The championship was shared with Michigan which

also won all of its games that season.

The All-American selections of 1923 had one common

denominator—Red Grange at left halfback. There was one

exception. The Michigan Daily placed him on its second

All-American team. It is a matter of record that Michigan

paid through the nose for that in 1924

!

Writing in Esquire in October, 1936, Zuppke looked

back through the years, and said:

"Grange was a genius of motion. I saw that and made

a team-picture with him at the focal point. He ran with

no waste motion, like Eddie Tolan, Michigan's Olympic

sprint champion of '32. I once made a trip to the Kaibab
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Forest on the edge of the north rim of the Grand Canyon,

and as a deer ran out onto the grass plains, I said: There

goes Red Grange!' The freedom of movement was so simi-

lar to Red's.

"Red had that indefinable something that the hunted

wild animal has—uncanny timing and the big brown eyes

of a royal buck. I sketched a team around him like the

complementary background of a painting. Those were

not great teams that Grange ran for. But they fitted around

him, helped to set him off.

"The average person does not think of imagination as

being necessary to an athlete. 'Brawn without brains' has

become a by-word in athletics. But in real life brawn and

brains teamed together excel. A brawny football player

must be able to picture the entire scope of the play he is a

part of. Otherwise he cannot know how the other players

are co-operating with him to make him an effective part

of the picture. That requires imagination. Brawn helps

the player to give power and expression to his part of the

play. When Red Grange ran a play, his imagination pic-

tured the part and duties of every one of his team mates.

Without the aid of imagination he would have been un-

able to co-operate with the other units of the team. In-

ferior athletes are unable to do that.

"We figured the percentages that Grange had to carry

the ball thirty-one times to win a ball game for us.
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"If he carried the ball only twenty times we figured to

lose. He thought in terms of long runs. He was not as

effective from compact formations. You had to give him

range and freedom of movement back of the scrimmage

line."

# # #

Walter Camp took his pen in hand to write about Red

Grange in 1924, when he again placed the Galloping

Ghost on his All-American.

Mr. Camp wrote: "Red Grange is the marvel of this

year's backfield. His work in the Michigan game was a

revelation, but his performance in the Chicago game went

even farther when by his play—running and forward pass-

ing

—

he accounted for some 450 yards of territory!

"He is elusive, has a baffling change of pace, a good

straight arm and finally seems in some way to get a map

of the field at starting and then threads his way through

his opponents."

In explaining Red's ability to "get a map of the field at

starting," coaches have said that Red had that "far away

look," meaning that he never concentrated on the imme-

diate tackier. As he eluded one man, his mind instinctively

sought and usually found the maneuver needed to get past

the tacklers still to come. His timing was a beautiful thing

to behold.

A great deal has been written about his change of pace
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and it has been erroneously suggested that he slowed down

one instant for deception, then suddenly turned on a burst

of speed. Red himself has defined a real change of pace.

"When a back is running at what he believes to be his

top speed," Red states, "he may realize that it isn't quite

enough to get him past the coming tackier. If he has a

change of pace, he reaches deep down in his body for an

extra burst of speed, for an extra step. I believe it is a mat-

ter of will power—summoning the final fraction of

energy."

There are many other definitions of Grange's change of

pace and his ability to get by tacklers. For instance, Zuppke

says, "Red dodged on the fly and doubled his speed at the

moment of possible contact!"

With his knack for original phrasing, Zup added, "Red

had a finer sense of balance and rhythm than a great

dancer. When Pavlova danced, no one tried to trip her.

When Grange ran eleven men were attempting to trip

him, and he had to dodge hands he could not see."

It was Zuppke also who made the classic retort to a

disgruntled college boy who penciled for the Michigan

Daily, "All Grange can do is run!" Zup's widely publicized

answer was, "All Galli-Curci can do is sing!"

The boys who made Red's phenomenal showing pos-

sible in 1924 were: Captain Rokusek at left end, Brown at

left tackle, Slimmer and Green at left guard, Roberts at
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center, Miller and Shively at right guard, Dick Hall at

right tackle, Kassel at right end, Harry Hall at quarter-

back, Britton at right half, and Mcllwain at fullback, the

latter two having exchanged their positions for 1924.

In 1925, Zuppke took an Illinois team East for the first

time in his coaching career and the Atlantic critics were

given their first opportunity to view the western redhead

in action. Only a few regulars were left from the teams of

the previous two years, green men had replaced the vet-

eran linemen and the experienced backs, except for the

great Britton. As a result, Illinois had not had great suc-

cess in the games preceding the appearance of the Illini

against Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.

Pennsylvania had been enjoying a successful football

cycle, giving rise to the phrase: "Pennsylvania rules the

East."

One alleged fact had been impressed upon Pennsylvania:

namely, that Grange could run only to his right. The

Pennsylvania lads were soon to learn that that was fatal

fallacy.

The story of the Pennsylvania game is football history.

On the following morning, The Chicago Tribune ran an

eight column headline across Page One of the main news

section. In huge type black as sin, appeared: "ILLINOIS,

24; PENN, 2; GRANGE!"
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Warren Brown filed this story in the Chicago Herald-

Examiner:

"Philadelphia, Oct. 31—They've seen Red Grange in the

East, folks. They saw him today on the slushy Franklin

Field that is the home of Pennsylvania, rated one of the

East's most powerful football teams. They saw this red

top from Urbana lead his Illini through to an overwhelm-

ing twenty-four to two victory that must have been a

Halloween nightmare to the East and Eastern foot-

ball

"They've been waiting in the East for a long time to see

this young man from Illinois. Today they saw him.

"They saw him take the ball on the first play from

scrimmage before the two teams had a chance to get

acquainted and reel off fifty-six yards to a touchdown be-

fore most of the crowd knew whether his number was

77' or 30.' After that they KNEW.
"They saw him take the kickoff, following Earl Britton's

failure to kick goal, and run it back fifty-nine yards to

Penn's twenty-five yard line. Then they spent the rest of

the afternoon watching him compile an aggregate of three

hundred and sixty-three yards in the thirty-six times that

he carried the ball, which is a little bit better than a first

down for every trip.

"Muddy, slimy, slushy going made no difference to Red

Grange today. This was Grange's first and only visit to the
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East in his collegiate career. He had to satisfy those sixty-

three thousand. He did."

Pennsylvania learned that Red could run to his left as

easily as to his right. To stop Grange's expected cutbacks

over right tackle and his in-and-out sweeps around his

right end, the Penn team consistently overshifted to its

left.

Zup had foreseen that, had devised formations which

sent Grange sprinting back to the left, or short side of the

Illinois line after the shift. The best evidence of the effec-

tiveness of Zuppke's plot is that the redhead averaged 10

yards on each try.

The 1925 Illinois eleven was a so-called "November

team." It did not look so good during the October games

because of a constant shifting of line material, but Zuppke

is authority for the statement that it could have played

any team in the country on more than equal terms during

the second half of the season.

"The green team acquired poise and confidence under

Captain Grange," Zup said. "In the middle of the season

I had Red call signals and from that point on the team

was vastly improved. Grange was a genuine leader, unique

in his quietness, but a powerful force nevertheless. His

teammates respected his fighting heart and his gameness,

because they had a closeup view of the beatings he took.

"Opposing teams marked Grange and marked him well.
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In one game an opponent deliberately gave Red 'the knee'

after Grange had been downed. Whereupon one of the

teammates of this sterling sportsman congratulated him

for the fine foul he had committed. The crowd rewarded

the two heroes with prolonged boos.

"Many teams we met tried to discourage Old 77, but it

couldn't be done!"

HP He He

The Red Grange of today is a quiet young man seriously

going about the business of earning a living, even as you

and I. He has overcome his original shyness and now

speaks easily and fluently at banquets and over the air.

Over a period of years a number of articles appeared in

the Saturday Evening Post over a joint by-line, "By Red

Grange, with George Dunscomb." My own profession is

advertising, and one day Red said, "I'm going to write an

article on advertising and it will be signed, 'By George

Dunscomb with Red Grange.' Then it will be your turn to

look like an ignoramus!"

On another occasion, we were planning a magazine

article which would picture the action of the Chicago

Bears from the moment they entered the dressing room

straight through to the final gun. Before the game started,

I said, "Red, it will give the story more punch if you can

score a touchdown this afternoon." He answered, "Okay."

It was an important game against the great Green Bay
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Packers. If the Bears won they were to meet the Ports-

mouth Spartans (the team which later became the Detroit

Lions) in the championship playoff. The Bears scored nine

points—but with only a minute to go, Grange hadn't made

his touchdown.

We were to broadcast from the Bears' locker room im-

mediately after the game and I rushed in there to make

certain everything was in readiness. Hence I didn't see the

final minute of action on the field.

On the way home after the broadcast, Red said, "I almost

got it."

"Got what?"

"That touchdown for the story," he said. "I thought 1

had it, but the referee pulled the ball back after I pushed

it over the goal line."

When the game was dying, Red had intercepted a for-

ward pass and had made a long run to Green Bay's one-

inch line

!

If there was ever a "money player"—a sport term mean-

ing one who rises to the occasion in an important game

—

it was Grange. That was true throughout his career.

For example, in the National League playoff in 1932, it

was the redhead who caught a touchdown pass in the

final quarter, giving the Bears the National League cham-

pionship ! That was seven years after he had played his last

game for Illinois.
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Red hung up his cleated shoes after the 1934 season, con-

fining his football activity to coaching, and broadcasting

on a national radio chain. The power of his name with the

public was indicated last season when some 42 million of

the "Red Grange score sheets" were requested by cus-

tomers of the company sponsoring his radio broadcasting,

a world's record!

He has never voiced regret over the loss of the two hun-

dred thousand dollars which flowed in from his football

barnstorming tour, from motion pictures and from a candy

bar bearing his name. Most of the money flowed right out

again, in the financing of a new football league, a promo-

tion in which Red was a reluctant partner.

He is respected by men who have played with or against

him in the National League—because of his record, his

ability, his sportsmanship and the complete lack of exhibi-

tionism in his makeup. He is the last to take credit, the first

to give it.

When a youthful star on the Bear team shows signs of

going in for bragging, George Halas tells him casually,

"Red Grange was a pretty good country halfback but he

was never cocky," and the chestiness vanishes.

Red does not parade his loyalty but he is, and always will

be, an lllini and Zuppke will always be "my coach" to him.



CHAPTER TWE

MPRESSIONS OF YOST AND STAGS

Zuppke was about to say something important. There was

a gleam in his eye. He said, "Red, here's something that

may surprise you," and paused, for emphasis.

"Fielding H. Yost was—and still is—a football genius!"

he said.

I sat up. During my playing days at Illinois, Yost was the

football enemy of mankind. When we defeated Michigan

in 1924, we did it because Zup keyed us up to the point

where we believed the fate of the nation hung upon the

result. If we lost, Yost and his demoniac Wolverines would

overrun the face of the earth; humanity would be doomed.

And here was Zup calling Yost a genius

!

"Yost's attack was built around the flight of the ball,"

Zup went on, "the kickofr*, the punt, and the throw—com-

bined with enough running to make the other factors

work. You can leave out the prayer because the other fel-

low can pray just as long and as hard as a Michigan man.

You hear a lot about open games. Yost's assault was the

most open of the simple open games and by 'simple' I don't

101
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mean easy to solve ! It had the strength of simplicity, with-

out any entangling embroidery. What a headache he gave

me through the years, trying to build a defense that would

stop that simple open game!"

"You should tell me!" I exclaimed. "The secondary de-

fense never had an easy moment against Michigan. And

when you talk about the flight of the ball, I understand

what you mean. In league football, I played against Benny

Friedman and Harry Newman, who learned about for-

ward passing from Mr. Yost, and so far as I'm concerned,

you don't have to look any further for the two best passers

of modern football."

Zup laughed and said, "Now you're telling mel"

I went on, "I saw both Benny Friedman and Harry New-

man take terrific beatings in professional football but I

never heard either of them cry about it.The big ends and

tackles try harder to discourage a great passer in profes-

sional games than in college games, in my judgment, but

they never discouraged Benny or Harry ! Excuse me, Zup,

it's your hall."

"Go right ahead," Zup said, smiling.

"That's all," I told him, "except that I rate Benny Fried-

man the best quarterback I've ever played against."

"I'll string along with you up to that point," Zup said,

"but for my All Time quarterback, I'll take Potsy Clark.

It is a photo finish between Potsy and Friedman.
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"Yost's team was the first I ever saw use an overhead

spiral pass— I believe it was in 1907 or '08— in a game

against Pennsylvania. Andy Smith, who later produced a

string of 'wonder teams' at the University of California,

played in the back field for Pennsylvania in that game.

Yost's forward passers threw an overhand spiral but with-

out gripping the ball. That same year, Pop Warner's In-

dians from Carlisle threw underhand spirals.

"In the early days of the pass, the ball had to be thrown

so that it crossed the scrimmage line at least R\c yards on

either side of the center. In that game against Penn-

sylvania, Yost's team used a lateral to one side, followed

by a forward pass downfield. Bear in mind that that was

about thirty years ago; hence, the so-called 'modern' lat-

eral-forward can hardly be called a new development.

"Not long after the pass was made a legal offensive

weapon, an amendment was made to the rules providing

that a forward pass could not be made for a distance of

more than 20 yards."

I asked Zup, "How did the officials judge whether or not

the ball traveled more than twenty yards?"

"They put a stick down twenty yards ahead of the ball

before each play," Zup answered.

He continued his discussion of Yost: "Yost always

showed imagination in planning a defense. He often

ruined the other team's attack by not lining his men up
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where they were expected to be, thereby messing up the

blocking assignments.

"Through the years, I found Yost's teams tougher de-

fensively than Stagg's teams at Chicago. But on offense,

Alonzo Stagg had no superior. He applied imagination to

his attack. Back in the days when his material was on a

par with that of the other universities in the conference, it

may have looked from the stands as though his teams

merely used massed power to bowl over the defense. Actu-

ally, his offense was shifty and deceptive—usually with

quick application of plenty of power, however, at the point

of assault.

"The name and influence of A. A. Stagg will live a long

time in the Western Conference and American football.

He and Fielding Yost and "G" Huff are the men who

made the Big Ten what it is.

"I keep shouting to the other coaches and directors, 'the

Conference is the thing!' It's bigger than any one man or

any one university. It will be in existence a long time after

we've gone.

"The Big Ten stands for an ideal—a high standard of

ethics, sportsmanship and clean methods.

"I'm not against proselyting, in the true meaning of the

word. To proselyte means to win someone over to a dif-

ferent sect or party. Churches proselyte when they send out

missionaries. A loyal alumnus who points out the advan-
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tages of his alma mater to a prospective student is proselyt-

ing—and rightly.

"What I am against is making moochers out of athletes

—paying starvation wages to football players ! The answer

doesn't lie in placing players on an adequate salary basis,

either. If the open hiring of athletes were made respect-

able, the big football schools would outbid the other

smaller universities; those with the biggest bank balances

would corner the market. The grand game of football, as

we know it, would be killed.

"Wrongly conducted, football is a school of bad man-

ners, vulgarity, subterfuge, evasion and brutality.

"Rightly conducted, it promotes honor, courage, self

control and self abnegation, harmony and courtesy in

youth. The teams of two fine schools—playing clean, fair

football—can set an example in sportsmanship to 80,000

people.

"Rightly conducted, football enriches the emotional life

of the players and spectators.

"To tens of thousands of boys and youths whose names

never break into newsprint nationally, it presents an op-

portunity to compete, to excel, to harmonize and to develop

latent power.

"Football constitutes an effective alternate to our increas-

ingly artificial environment.

"I sincerely believe what I have just said and I hope you
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will always find me in the front rank of those who are

forever fighting to keep football a game—a game played

to win—but a game!"



CHAPTER THIRTEEN

ELMER DUCKIN BERRY

Unless you are a little crazy yourself—unless your sense of

humor can survive stuff and nonsense—it will be wise for

you to skip this and the ensuing page or two in this brief

chapter.

For it retells a story which I have heard Zuppke relate

at many a banquet and yet—no matter how many times

those present have heard it—there is always a clamor for

another recital of the tale. It is the story of the struggle of

old St. Joe High to regain athletic dominance. It also ex-

plains clearly one of the things you've often seen on the

gridiron; a team moves down the field almost to a touch-

down, then the attack seems to crumble. To find out why

that happens, watch, look and listen to Zup.

The board of historic old St. Joe High met in solemn

conclave, in sackcloth and ashes (so Zup declares) and

decided that moves should be made and steps should be

taken to restore St. Joe to the pinnacle of sportdom, to the

top of the athletic heap.

So they went out into the highways and byways to find
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a football coach who could restore St. Joe to its pristine

glory. They found him—Elmer Duckinberry.

Confident of Elmer's ability, St. Joe applied for admis-

sion into the new league composed of Tuscola, Areola,

Kokacola, Touloose and Toolong.

Elmer didn't quite grasp the fundamentals of the Min-

nesota shift but the kindergarten teacher, Ruth Cockney,

she knew the Minnesota shift and she taught it to Elmer

and Elmer taught it to his boys.

Under Elmer, Old St. Joe moved rhythmically through

the schedule, leaving defeat and demoralization in its

wake, until the day came when St. Joe invaded Toolong

for the grand championship, finale classic.

Elmer made a whale of a fight talk in the assembly room.

"When the team trots out before you," he said, "every

man stan' up and yell!"

The team dressed in the impressive new gymnasium at

Toolong. Back home hearts were quaking.

Elmer, the fearless one, made one of his copyrighted

fight talks; "Fight men—fight, fight, fight!"

He added casually, "On that kick off, I want every man

down under the ball to tattoo the fair name of St. Joe

upon the enemy. The bigger they are, the harder they fall

—just don't let them fall on you!"

With a roar, the team rushed out—into the swimming

pool ! Elmer had opened the wrong door.
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All wet but with its ardor unquenched, the team took the

field, won the toss and received the kickoff. Straightway,

St. Joe moved down the field, a masterpiece of rhythmic

motion and timing, until they reached the Rwc yard line.

Then the huddle became a muddle and the center threw

the ball away. The all state tackle became a quaking tackle,

the scintillating halfback became a trembling halfback,

the thundering herd became a wandering herd and the

"lowing herd wandered o'er the lea, leaving the world to

darkness and to me . . . the paths of glory lead but to the

grave."





CHAPTER FOURTEEN

FOOTBALL AT ILLINOIS — B.Z

No volume on football at Illinois would be complete with-

out a review of the game at the university in the years

B. Z.—before Zuppke. I knew there was only one man

who would have accurate facts on the early days of Illinois

football stored away in his archives and in his memory.

That would be Louis M. Tobin, director of public rela-

tions in athletics for Illinois for many years, and a highly

capable writer. Mike was my friend and counselor during

my playing days. He is beloved by hundreds of members

of the Tribe of Illini. I have always been indebted to him.

Now I am even more in his debt by reason of his ensuing

account of Illinois football from 1890 to 1912.

Just as some fearless person had to eat the first oyster, so

was it necessary for some strong soul to initiate football

at Illinois—but here is Mike to give you an entertaining

factual story of the early days.

"The beginnings of football at the University of Illinois,"

Mike Tobin writes, "were unique. In 1890 the enrollment of

the institution was only 519, and this included a sprinkling

111
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of women students. Scott Williams, of Sterling, 111., a stu-

dent, was the father of the sport. Tradition has it that his

knowledge of football was based on the fact that he had

seen a game played elsewhere. That he was far ahead of his

fellows, however, is shown because he was chosen as cap-

tain, manager and coach of the little squad which he as-

sembled to try out the sport. A rule book was the chief

asset of the squad which sought to learn football from

printed pages.

"The first game ever played by an Illinois football team

was against Illinois Wesleyan University at Bloomington,

111., where Illinois was defeated by a score of 16 to 0.

"After the defeat at Wesleyan, some of the baseball

men and other athletes formed a football squad and chal-

lenged the regular eleven to a game. The result of this in-

formal battle is shrouded in doubt—but from the two

squads an eleven was selected to meet Purdue.

"Purdue had played football for several years. The

novices at Illinois would never have dreamed of challeng-

ing the team at Lafayette. But the president of Purdue,

visiting Illinois, mentioned the football team of his insti-

tution and invited the Illini to come over and play a game.

"Purdue's experienced eleven overwhelmed the Illinois

team by a score of 62-0. But the game bore beneficent re-

sults. Williams' green men learned a lot of football. When

they played their third and final game of the season, again
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with Illinois Wesleyan, they were able to make a better

showing, although they met defeat by a score of 12 to 6.

On the first Illinois eleven, George Huff played guard.

"Interest in the new sport increased in 1891. Robert

Lackey, who had captained the Purdue eleven, was en-

gaged as a coach. Illinois formed a football league with

Knox, Eureka and Illinois Wesleyan, defeating all three

opponents. A game was arranged with Lake Forest, how-

ever, and Lackey's eleven was defeated.

"In 1892, E. K. Hall, who had been a leading athlete at

Dartmouth, was engaged as coach of athletic teams. Hall

is today the chairman of the rules committee of football.

They called him 'Boss' Hall in those days.

"A schedule of thirteen games was arranged. It included

a western trip that probably stands as a record for middle-

western football and as a testimonial to the hardiness of the

Illinois players. They played six games, all away from

home, in eight days. They won four and lost two.

"This schedule was

:

"At St. Louis, Friday: Illinois 22; Washington Uni-

versity

"At Crete, Nebr., Saturday: Illinois 22; Doane Col-

lege

"At Lincoln, Nebr. Monday : Illinois 0, Nebraska 6

"At Baldwin, Kansas, Wednesday: Illinois 28; Baker

Univ. 12
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"At Lawrence, Kansas, Thursday: Kansas 26; Illi-

nois 4

"At Kansas City, Saturday: Illinois 48, Kansas City

A. A. 0.

"This trip was made with eighteen players. When they

were not playing, they were traveling.

"Is was during the first year of 'Boss' Hall's regime that

Illinois first met the University of Chicago and Northwest-

ern University in football. Another game was also played

with Purdue.

"Purdue was coached by Ben Donnelly, the old Prince-

ton player. In those days the ethics were not firmly estab-

lished. When the Illini were rushing the ball toward the

Purdue goal, Donnelly calmly ordered one of his ends, who

was weakening, out of the battle and took his place. Not

to be outdone, Coach Hall of Illinois responded by taking

a place in the lineup)—at an end position also. Purdue's

supremacy was to hold good. The Boilermakers won.

"The first Illinois-Chicago football game was played in

Chicago in a baseball park. Chicago triumphed by a score

of 10 to 4 after an exciting combat. The deciding touch-

down was made by A. A. Stagg, who had come from Yale

to begin his life work at the University of Chicago.

"When Chicago journeyed to Illinois field for a return

game that year, Coach Hall's team, now seasoned, won by

a score of 28 to 12.
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"Northwestern, which met Illinois for the first time, de-

feated Hall's men by a score of 20 to 16.

"R. W. Hart captained this team. Slater, Needham, Mc-

Cormick and Pfeffer were some of the best players. George

Huff played a guard position. Don Sweeney, afterwards to

win renown as a great tackle, was a substitute.

"E. K. Hall returned in 1893. The dream of coach and

team was to conquer Purdue but it was not realized, al-

though a tie game, 26-26, was played. Northwestern and

Illinois played a scoreless tie. Another tie was played with

Lake Forest. Oberlin and the Chicago Athletic Association

triumphed over Illinois and the only victories gained were

against Wabash, DePauw and the Pastime Athletic Club.

In 1893 Pixley played his first football. He was afterwards

to be recognized as one of the greatest tackles Illinois had

produced. Robert Hotchkiss, who was to gain fame as a

halfback, and 'Ikey' Baum were other players.

"Louis P. deVail, of Pennsylvania, became the coach in

1894, succeeding Hall. While Illinois conquered North-

western, Lake Forest and Chicago, the annual battle with

Purdue was a disaster. Harvey Sconce was a member of

the 1895 squad. Sconce was to become one of the greatest

backs in the West and to be regarded as one of Illinois' all-

time backs.

"In 1895 a change of coaching policy was inaugurated.

George Huff, who had gone to Dartmouth in 1895, where
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he had played football two seasons, was engaged as coach.

For the first time Wisconsin was on an Illinois schedule

and the conflict resulted in a tie, 10-10. The Illinois players

invaded Lafayette with high hopes but met defeat by a

score of 6 to 2, in a game on a muddy gridiron. This was

a disadvantage to the light and fast Illinois eleven, with

its 'pony' backs, Sconce and Baum. For years this game

was the subject of bitter recriminations between the schools,

ardent partisans of Illinois making charges that Purdue

had permitted water from a rain to remain on the field

with the purpose of handicapping its rival.

"In 1896 Jack Fairchild of Harvard and W. J. Randall

of Dartmouth were engaged as assistant coaches to George

Huff. Northwestern and Chicago were victorious. To de-

feat Purdue remained the ambition but the Boilermakers

adhered to tradition. The annual battle resulted in a 4-4 tie.

"In 1897 an important step was taken by Director Huff,

which was to have a far-reaching effect. This was the en-

gagement of a coach from Princeton. For six years Illinois

was to be guided by Tiger players and their influence was

to remain even after the university abandoned its custom

of securing a coach from the East. This year also marked

an important turning point in Illinois' football fortunes.

After seven years of failure, Purdue was finally to be de-

feated.

"Fred Smith, the Princeton back, was the new coach.
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Smith had a great knowledge of the game. His team de-

feated Purdue by the decisive score of 32 to 4 on Illinois'

field. Then came a crucial game with Chicago. The mighty

Herschberger led the Maroons. Arthur Johnston, a new

fullback, was the Illinois hero. Both Herschberger and

Johnston were carried from the field with broken collar

bones. Clark, who substituted for Herschberger, with the

score a tie, made a run for a touchdown that won the game

by a score of 12 to 18.

"It was during Smith's first year that Illinois played its

only game indoors at night by electric light. The scene of

this novel game was the old Coliseum in Chicago and the

Carlisle Indians were the opponents. Instead of turf, there

was tanbark for a footing. At the end of the first half Illi-

nois led by a score of 6 to 5, the only score of the Indians

resulting from a dropkick by Quarterback Hudson. In the

second period the superior stamina of the Redskins told

and Smith's team was defeated by a score of 25 to 6.

"Don Sweeney was captain of this eleven and played a

tackle position.

"The season of 1897 was considered successful, all things

considered, and Fred Smith returned in 1898. Illinois was

defeated by the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Notre

Dame, the Carlisle Indians and Michigan. It was the first

meeting of Michigan and Illinois on the gridiron. For the

final game of the year another new team appeared on the
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schedule—Minnesota. Illinois traveled to Minneapolis and

played in bitter cold weather. The Illinois players were

obliged to wear mittens. Minnesota scored two touch-

downs early in the game. Illinois braced and scored two

touchdowns also, winning by a score of 11 to 10. The

ground-gaining of Arthur Hall was a feature.

"It was in 1898 that several men who were to become

famous Illinois players appeared—Justa Lindgren, Fred

Lowenthal and Jimmy Cook.

"In 1899 Fred Smith was succeeded by another Prince-

tonian—Neilson Poe, a member of the famous Princeton

family of football players. It was a bad season. Illinois fell

before Indiana, Michigan,Wisconsin and Purdue, although

Iowa was defeated by a topheavy score. Jake Stahl, who

was to gain great fame both in football and baseball, played

his first year.

"Fred Smith returned in 1900, bringing with him Edgar

Holt, who had been a famous forward at Princeton. The

only achievement of the season was a decisive defeat of

Purdue.

"Edgar Holt assumed the coaching reins in 1901, with

Arthur Hall as his assistant. Chicago, which had not been

scheduled for three years, was played. Coach Stagg's team

was defeated by a score of 24 to at Marshall field. It was

this game which made Jake Stahl famous. He was con-

tinually drawn back from his guard position to carry the
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ball and he smashed his way through the Maroons like a

battering ram. Northwestern, taking advantage of the

overconfidence engendered by the Illinois victory over Chi-

cago, was able to defeat the Illini by a score of 17 to 11.

Holt's men rallied and conquered Indiana, Iowa and Pur-

due. Minnesota's famous team of giants defeated the Illini

by a score of 18 to 0. The 1901 team, however, was un-

doubtedly the best that Illinois had produced up to that

time.

"Eddie Holt was back in 1902 when Captain Stahl led

his men to Chicago for the first big game of the season.

The captain was injured in the early part of the game,

however, which contributed to the Maroon victory by a

score of 6 to 0. Purdue, Indiana, Northwestern and Iowa

were defeated, but Ohio held Illinois to a scoreless tie

while Minnesota again triumphed.

"In 1903 there was a change in coaching policy. George

Woodruff of Yale, who had coached the University of

Pennsylvania, in its greatest days, was engaged as Illinois'

coach. The eastern coach encountered one of the most dis-

astrous seasons in Illinois' history. Illinois lost every im-

portant game.

"In 1904 the eastern coach custom was abandoned. The

disastrous season of 1903 had much part in this decision.

Instead of engaging a coach from an eastern gridiron, it

was decided to introduce the alumni system. Four grad-
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uates were selected as the first coaches under this plan.

They were Arthur Hall, Justa Lindgren, Fred Lowenthal,

and Clyde Mathews. Hall had served as assistant coach to

Holt in 1901 and Lindgren had coached Cornell college,

Iowa; Lowenthal and Mathews had had experience with

minor elevens.

"The big game was with Chicago. Illinois was generally

picked to lose, but a tie game, 6-6, was played on Marshall

field. After this splendid showing, Illinois was defeated by

Northwestern, 12 to 6, but the alumni system was consid-

ered to have justified itself. For nine years afterwards the

Illinois teams were to be coached by alumni. In 1905 Fred

Lowenthal served as head coach and in 1906 he was suc-

ceeded by Justa Lindgren. In 1907 Arthur Hall became

head coach and, with Lindgren as assistant, served until

1914.

"Just as the students of the early days had reckoned suc-

cess or failure by ability to beat Purdue, the dream was now

to beat Chicago. In 1905, 1906 and 1907 Chicago was easily

victor. In 1908 Illinois began to play close games with the

Maroons. The introduction of the open game with the for-

ward pass had proved a boon. Hall had developed a quar-

terback, Sinnock, a 130 pound player, who was a marvel

with the forward pass. The teams on which he played,

1906, 1907 and 1908, were built around this skill. In 1908

Illinois was defeated 1 1 to 6 by Chicago, a game in which
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Sinnock was especially commended for his forward pass-

ing and ground gaining. Walter Steffen piloted Chicago.

In Sinnock's final game, against Northwestern, which Illi-

nois won 64-8, he made 25 successful forward passes.

"In 1909 Hall's team lost to Chicago by a score of 14 to 8.

Otto Seiler played his first year as quarterback. This year

Illinois met its first eastern eleven, traveling to Syracuse to

win a game by a score of 17 to 8.

"In 1910 Hall's eleven made a record that will probably

stand unique in Illinois history. It won every game and

was not scored on. Chicago, Indiana and Syracuse were de-

feated by 3 to scores. Minnesota was also undefeated, and

as Illinois did not meet the Gophers the championship was

considered a tie. The achievement of the 1910 eleven was

the best so far in Illinois football history. The team was

captained by Butzer, guard. Twist, at center, is regarded by

some as Illinois' greatest center, although Lowenthal also

has his many adherents.

"After this splendid showing, 1911 came as a disastrous

year. Illinois was defeated by Chicago on Marshall field

by a score of 24 to 0. Indiana held the Illini to a scoreless

tie. Minnesota came to Illinois field, conference champions.

It was expected that the Gophers would win by a monu-

mental score.

"Instead, one of the greatest games ever played in the

West was fought out. Minnesota was unable to score until
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the third period was almost over. The Gophers missed

goal. Otto Seiler, who had made three winning drop kicks

in 1910 but was on the sidelines with a bad shoulder, was

sent in, presumably to drop kick. Instead he made a for-

ward pass to right end Carter, who stood on the Minne-

sota Rvc yard line. Carter crossed the goal but the ball was

called back as he had touched the sideline. In the final

quarter Minnesota added a touchdown and the final score

was 11 to 0. This game will always stand in Illinois history

as a tribute to Capt. 'Bull' Roberts and his plucky eleven.

"The season of 1912 was unsuccessful, culminating in a

defeat by Northwestern. An agitation for an all-the-year-

round coach, who would devote his entire time to the work

resulted finally in the engagement of Robert Zuppke."



CHAPTER FIFTEEN

CHAMPIONS-OUT OP NOWHERE!

In 1927, Zup crated up another conference championship

and delivered it to Illinois. The 1927 team was little—the

largest man in the backfield, Fritz Humbert, weighed only

166 pounds—there wasn't an outstanding star on the team

—but what a bunch of workmen they were ! They marched

through the conference unbeaten and untied. My kid

brother, Garland, played end on that team and I was proud

of him; this will be his first notification of the fact, how-

ever.

Look at the weights of that little backfield : Stuessy, 156

pounds; Blair French, 148; Jud Timm, 164; Frank Walker,

154; Doug Mills, 148; and Fritz Humbert, 166. They had

fire, rhythm and harmony—and they mopped up.

Leader of the line was Butch Nowack, big and power-

ful, and a rock upon which that team leaned. A coal miner

and a diamond in the rough, he worked his way through

school, doing anything which would earn him enough to

live. In time of stress, his solid presence gave the team poise

and assurance.

123
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Nowack was elected captain of the 1928 team. That

would have been impossible in many universities where

"fraternity politics" play a strong hand in the selection of

captains, for Butch was not a fraternity man. Not so at

Illinois! True, there have been occasions at Illinois when

"fraternity politics" raised their infernal heads, only to be

instantly stamped out like cigarette butts by the potent

heel of Zuppke.

One day a husky sophomore merged from the shower

room, toweling himself vigorously. He was the pristine

type, his body covered with a luxurious growth of reddish

brown hair. A number of "Zekes," as we shall call them to

hide their true identity, were within hearing distance; at

that time the "Zekes" were going in rather heavily for

athletes.

"Come over here," Zup called to the primeval sopho-

more. When the boy complied, Zup grinned at him and

said, "I was just thinking what a lovely fur coat you'd

make for the Zekes. You know they're leading the field

this year. They've got seven raccoon coats in their house."

As the 1927 season progressed, a youth named Lou

("Step-and-a-half") Muegge finally won a tackle berth

against physical odds. Muegge got his nickname because a

disability, incurred in early boyhood, gave him the gait

which "step-and-a-half" describes with some accuracy. His

nature was ideally suited to combat. He had an optimistic
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belief in the power of his body, despite the lasting effect

of the early injury and he was out to win the starting as-

signment. He won it

!

The 1927 team was captained by the greatest center de-

veloped at Illinois during Zup's regime, namely, Bob

Reitsch. He was flanked on one side by Russ Crane, whom

Grantland Rice chose as an Ail-American guard at the

close of the season, and on the other by Bill McClure. Hick-

man, Wolgast, Jolley and my brother, Gardie, were the

ends. "Peanuts" Schultz and Lou Gordon also played im-

portant parts in that victorious season. Lou Gordon was

the best Jewish player that Zuppke ever produced at Illi-

nois. He came out for football in 1926 and failed to make

the freshman team, but became a sensation on the varsity.

He and Weitz made their side of the line impregnable. He

received honorable mention from many writers. He is now

playing with the Green Bay Packers.

The 1927 champions were called "the team of nobodies,

from nowhere," because they weren't conceded a chance of

winning the title before the season started.

Northwestern, under Dick Hanley, had a fine team that

year and was expected to defeat Illinois in the first confer-

ence encounter. But the "nobodies" came "out of the no-

where" to tip over Northwestern, 7 to 6; Jolley scored on a

forward pass from Stuessy and that touchdown sent the

team "to town." From that point on, Illinois bowled over
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Michigan, Iowa, Chicago and Ohio State, scoring 56 points

and allowing only one touchdown to be made against

them.

Dick Hanley said afterward that the 1927 eleven had the

greatest team speed of any team he had ever seen in action.

The lineup was nicely balanced with sophomores,

juniors and seniors. According to Zup, an exceptionally

well balanced varsity would have four seniors, four juniors

and three sophomores—the seniors contributing experience

and poise; the juniors, zest; and the sophomores, high

hopes.

"That division by classes," Zup told me, "has the advan-

tage of overlapping, or carrying material over into the

ensuing season. The ideal division of a squad would be to

have a fifty-fifty division of experienced men of ability and

new men with latent talent. The beginners learn by imitat-

ing the older stars; it is easy to learn the football trade

through the eye; it is far harder to learn by ear, by being

told how to do things.

"And speaking of the makeup of a good team, a coach

is lucky when he has some happy soul on the squad who

can enliven the other boys with his natural, healthy, gen-

erous humor. Sometimes you find a boy like that among

the scrubs. We've carried many a scrub with us on trips,

without expecting to use him, merely because his conta-

gious cheerfulness offsets the "Gloomy Guses" on the team.
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"Many players are likely to become serious and de-

pressed in football. That is often true of sophomores. They

are under pressure because they feel they must make the

team and show to advantage because people back in their

home towns expect them to accomplish great deeds. When

they learn that college football is not exactly a matter of

life and death, they snap back to their normal selves.

"A boy whose nature is such that he becomes excessively

depressed or unduly elated in the course of a football game

is a problem for a coach. His excessive emotion usually

manifests itself one way or the other on the five yard line.

If the other team is within five yards of a touchdown, the

boy's depressed spirit may prevent him performing at his

best. If his team, on the other hand, is within five yards of

a touchdown, his great elation may prevent workmanlike

execution of his assignment.

"Poise, under strain or stress, winning or losing, is as im-

portant to a football player as it is to a hostess giving a din-

ner party for sixteen variegated guests, all strangers to one

another and with nothing in common save the same num-

ber of hands, feet and heads per capita."

Earlier in this chapter, I mentioned the number of light-

weights in the 1927 backfield. The line was light also, with

the exception of Nowack and Muegge. In discussing that

line recently, Zuppke reeled off the weight of each player

from memory: Reitsch, 181; McClure, 174; Crane, 164;
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Schultz, 176; Garland Grange, 171; Wolgast, 160; Hick-

man, 147; Muegge, 193; and Nowack, 209. Zup can re-

member the weight of almost every man who played foot-

ball under him.

One day I was walking down State Street in Chicago

with Zup and a young fellow hailed us. He said, "Hello,

Coach," and extended his hand. Zup, who has coached

many hundreds of players, said, "I can't recall your name

on the spur of the moment but I can tell you how much

you weighed when you played at Illinois."

"How much did I weigh?"

Zup said, "You weighed 161 pounds."

"That's exactly right!" the other exclaimed in amaze-

ment.

As we moved on, Zup said, "I often run into some of my

ex-players on the street. Sometimes one of them wants to

demonstrate that he is still good and I end up on my back

in the gutter."

Because Zuppke has produced some great teams which

were slightly undersized, there is a false impression that he

prefers small players, that he especially likes "ponies" in

the backfield.

"Like all other coaches," Zup says, "we use them as they

come, big or little, at Illinois. There is another misconcep-

tion, namely, that little teams are invariably fast and that

all big teams are necessarily slow. That is incorrect. A
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medium sized team is quite likely to get around more

quickly than a little outfit and with a lot more power.

"I will say this : don't overlook the little fellow because

champions come in all shapes and sizes.

"That reminds me of an undersized boy who spent a

year at Illinois, played freshman football here, and then

transferred to a smaller university out in the Far West.

His name was 'Rabbit' Bradshaw and how that little fel-

low could twist, squirm and dodge ! I had great hopes for

him and it was a big disappointment to me when he left

Illinois before he was eligible to play on one of my teams.

It would have been a joy to build plays around Bradshaw.

"He weighed only 127 pounds and one time during his

freshman year I told him, 'Rabbit, I think you're growing,

you look bigger.'

"He grinned and said, Tm growing like a weed. I'm up

to 128 and if I keep on adding weight, I should be up to

129 by next Fall!'"

After he left Illinois, Bradshaw played at Nevada and

performed so brilliantly that he was named on many "All

Pacific" teams.

Later, he played in an exhibition game against the Chi-

cago Bears in San Francisco, and the big linemen found

they couldn't bring down the slippery little fellow with

orthodox tackles. They could stop him only by grabbing

him in a "bear hug" and holding him until the referee
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blew his whistle to signify that the ball was dead. Getting

him in a "bear hug" was no easy matter, either!

Bud Stewart, who played with Illinois on that 1927 team,

tells a story on himself, which has been repeated in sports

columns throughout the country.

In one game, according to Stewart, he kept asking

Zuppke when he was going to be sent in. Each time he

asked the question, Zup would answer, "I'm saving you!"

When the fourth quarter was drawing to a close, Stewart

again asked if he could go in, and again Zup answered,

"I'm saving you!"

"What are you saving me for?" Stewart demanded.

"For the junior prom!" was the answer.



CHAPTER SIXTEEN

GIVE ME AN ALL-STAR LINE!

On a Saturday afternoon in late November, 1928, the

crowd in the Memorial Stadium at Illinois suddenly came

to its feet with a roar that rolled down the sloping walls of

people and out on to the grassy floor of the Stadium, where

a bitter football game was being waged. The final quarter

was on and that crowd was to remain on its feet until the

game was over.

At that instant nothing had occurred on the gridiron to

bring the crowd to its feet but over on the giant scoreboard

the news was flashed that Michigan had just beaten Iowa,

and Minnesota had downed Wisconsin. That meant that

Illinois could win the championship if victorious in this

final game, still in progress, against—you guessed it, Ohio

State!

Illinois had a lead of 8 points, acquired through a touch-

down by Frosty Peters and a safety. Those eight points

looked like a comfortable margin but no Ohio-Illinois

game is on ice until the last pistol shot. Could Illinois hold

them ? The crowd shouted encouragement to that Illinois

131
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line—the great Nowack, Crane, Burdick, Gordon, Mc-

Clure, et at.—and those boys rolled up their sleeves and

held them, cinching the conference championship.

To me, the tragedy of football is that only in a crisis like

that does the line get the attention and glory it deserves.

One fact has been stated many times but it bears constant

repetition : i. e., without a stalwart line in front of him, the

most brilliant, publicized back becomes just a mediocre

football player; without a good line to protect him the

glorified forward passer would never get off those spec-

tacular throws; without those lads in the front wall, the

kicker would never get away his long spirals.

Over that one foot of no man's land between the two

lines, a bitter, intense battle is constantly raging, with

heroics and counter heroics, unseen and unnoted by the

crowds in the stands. Line play is not a matter of mere

brawn and power but of intelligence, instantaneous

thought and action, poise and courage. The linemen take it

and they hand it out and it is all part of the day's work. It

is difficult in the stands and in the press box to recognize

the individual work of the guards, the tackles, the center

and the ends but the players know who's doing a real job

in there and who isn't. The lineman \nows and his is the

satisfaction of a good job well done. A pat on the back

from the coach is his reward, meaning far more, and

rightly, than a page of newspaper glory.
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No halfback with a grain of sense gets puffed up when

he sees his picture in the paper and reads words of praise

about himself and how wonderful he is. If he is intelligent,

he knows that without the help of the rest of the team, he'd

be lucky to be alive.

I don't go in for false modesty—a good back who runs

hard and puts everything he's got into the job of carrying

the mail, deserves his share of recognition—but I've been

knocked down and trampled upon too many times not to

realize that you can't gain the length of your body unless

those fellows ahead are bowling over the tacklers. When

you don't get good blocking, you quickly realize what an

ordinary fellow you really are. Those old Illinois teams of

1923, '24 and '25 were blocking fools and if they hadn't

been, you would never have heard of this fellow Grange.

I hope you'll pardon this digression and the injection of

myself into this story of Zup but I wanted to deal out the

facts face up in view of the kind words which appear about

me in another section of this book. I'm not unappreciative

but my advice is to take those words with a grain of salt.

You take a team with an all-star set of brilliant backs and

give me an all-star line!

* # #

Continuing ... in 1929, Illinois came in second in the

conference race. Frosty Peters, Illinois' greatest drop kicker,

the punch of the Illini attack, spent a lot of time in the in-
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firmary and injuries beset the team generally but the sea-

son was marked by a 17 to 7 victory over the United States

Military Academy. The brilliant Red Cagle—of Ail-Amer-

ican fame—was then at the height of his career with

Army.

Eddie Kawal, who was a great center at Illinois and

later starred on the championship teams of the Chicago

Bears, scored the first touchdown for the Illini. In the in-

itial quarter, Kawal seized a Cadet fumble in the air and

without pausing to gather daisies, outdistanced Army's best

pursuit planes in a dash for the goal.

The second Illinois touchdown was the result of able

scouting by my old teammate, and captain of our 1924

eleven, Frank Rokusek. Frank reported to Zup that Army

had a scoring play with which the quarterback frequently

struck when the iron was hot.

The play, as Army had used it against other teams, con-

sisted of a fake drive over tackle by Murrell, with the latter

flipping a lateral to Cagle going wide.

Acting on Rokusek's tip, Zup instructed Wolgast, the

Illini left end, to watch for this play when Army got into

the scoring zone and to play wide—to cover Cagle and

intercept the lateral, if possible. Judd Timm, in the Illinois

secondary defense, was told to hang back and keep an eye

on Cagle also in case Wolgast did not break up the antici-

pated play.
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When Army reached the Illinois thirteen yard line, the

alert Wolgast was on his toes. Sure enough, Army at-

tempted the maneuver. Murrell took the pass from center,

started wide and cut back. Just as he reached the line of

scrimmage, he threw a lateral intended for Cagle who was

swinging wide. The ball never reached the famous Cadet

for Wolgast charged in, intercepted the lateral and was off

like a shot for the Army goal, 75 yards away. Running like

a prong horned antelope, he crossed the last line for the

second Illinois touchdown. During the remainder of the

game, the stout Illinois defense kept Murrell and Cagle

well bottled up, limiting them to small gains.





CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

DAWN PRECEDES THE DARKNESS

During the cluster of the three seasons of 1927, '28 and '29

Zuppke's boys won two championships and lost only two

games. But it was a case of dawn preceding the darkness.

For football material runs in cycles and during 1930, 1931

and 1932 the Illinois teams were long on fight but short on

talent. Every university goes through its lean years. For a

long time California dominated the Pacific Coast, only

to be displaced by Southern California; then, when the

Trojans' sun began to descend, Stanford's star was rising.

Michigan is just beginning to emerge from a cycle in

which the pickings were slim after an era of great success.

Notre Dame has had its bad seasons. Minnesota, now the

top dog of the nation, has had its stretches of years without

a championship. So it goes ... the balance of power

swings from one university to another, in the East, West,

North and South.

Material will always be a problem at Illinois. Let's sur-

vey its geographical position for a moment. It is bounded

on the North by Northwestern and Chicago, on the East
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by Purdue and Indiana, on the Northeast by Notre Dame,

on the West by Washington University and St. Louis U.

But that is only half the story. Within the state itself there

are nearly thirty universities and colleges and all of them

play football! Contrast that with the position of Minne-

sota, Lord of the great Northwest.

Bright spot of the early nineteen thirties in Illinois foot-

ball history was Gil Berry.

"If Gil Berry had operated behind a strong line, they

would still be talking about him," states Zup.

It was the sophomore, Berry, then only seventeen or

eighteen years old, who led the green, rickety 1930 Illinois

team in its game fight against Army in New York City

before a crowd of 75,000 people. Beside the big, muscular

Army team of that season, the forlorn appearance of the

young Illinois eleven aroused the sympathy of the specta-

tors. But the Illini kids carried the fight to the enemy and

when the scoreless first half was over, the crowd arose

enmasse and gave a solid cheer, and sustained applause to

the Illinois team as it left the field for the dressing room.

In the second half, Army's superior man power told and

the Cadets scored twice in the final quarter.

*7v* "TV*

Here is an example showing how Illinois reached an all

time low in football talent in 1931. On Tuesday night

before the Chicago game, Zup told his assistants, "I
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haven't got a fullback ! What am I going to do for a full-

back?"

Johnny Sabo, one of the coaches, spoke up. He said that

he had seen a fullback on one of the campus teams who

looked as though he might have genuine ability, although

he was rather small.

"Get him out here tomorrow night," Zup said.

It developed that the youth was Edwin Kolfenbach and

when he was put on the scales he weighed 156 pounds!

Between Wednesday night and Saturday afternoon he

learned the signals, mastered the offense, and absorbed a lot

of instruction on backing up the line. He was aggressive,

developed rapidly and turned in a fine performance

against Chicago. He played the remainder of that season

and again in 1932.

Zup tells an amusing, but human, story of the reaction

of one of the boys on his squad in 1931 or 1932 before his

first big game. According to Zup, the lad was a dreamer of

heroic feats during the week before the game, but, come

Saturday, the same imagination built the members of the

opposing team into fearsome jungle creatures.

That frequently happens to sophomores. During their

high school days they have read about the feats of the col-

lege stars. Then as university sophomores they may be

called upon to face those widely publicized stars of whom

they've heard so much. They are quite likely to quake a
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little in their first encounter with these "jungle creatures"

until they get their hands upon them and discover that

they are merely human clay.

In this instance, the game in which the lad mentioned

was to receive his baptism of fire was against one of Pur-

due's great teams of the early 1930's. Enroute to Lafayette,

beads of perspiration appeared on the boy's brow as he con-

templated the coming battle. The beads grew into bubbles,

whereupon a quartet of ribbers began to sing, "I'm Forever

Blowing Bubbles!"

The boy was unable to eat his pre-game meal. Inciden-

tally, it might be worth recording here that Zup does not

force his squad to eat a specially planned meal on the day

of the game. If the contest is scheduled to start at two

o'clock, the squad eats at about 9:30 in the morning. The

boys order what they like so long as it is sensible, whole-

some food.

"If a boy isn't hardy enough to digest a piece of pie in

the four or Rwt hours before the game, he isn't hardy

enough to play football," is Zup's statement summing up

the matter.

As the team was dressing for the game, Zup happened

to look into the shower room and saw the boy with the

lively imagination sitting on the floor holding his ab-

domen. He asked Zup, "Does a guy always feel this way

before a game?"
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"If he doesn't feel that way, he's no good," Zup told him.

"If your heart and soul are in the game your nervous sys-

tem is bound to shake you up a little."

After the first body contact following the kickofr" the

boy was over his attack of the shakes and played a fine

game.

Zup came upon a group of girls who were shooting

at the target, training for the rifle corps. The officer

finally looked at the target and didn't see any mar\s,

so he said:

"Well, girls, where did those bullets go to?"

One co-ed replied, "I don't \now, sir, but they left

here."
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

REMBRANDT OF THE PRAIRIES

One day last summer, when Zup and I were discussing

Illinois teams of the past, the Old Philosopher began to

talk about the relationship between two things seemingly

as far apart as the poles—the odd kinship of football and

painting; the first is his profession, the other his hobby.

Or vice versa. The plain truth is that to Zuppke, life in all

its manifestations is a hobby.

As Zup talked that day, I wished that I could put down

his words exactly as he said them. Then I learned that the

words had been set down in black and white, in the maga-

zine Esquire. In a rare moment, Zup had been able to sit

still long enough to write out a manuscript in long hand

;

usually his mind races so far ahead of his slow pencil that

he finally stops in disgust.

The Esquire article presented another side of Zuppke so

accurately that I asked and received the permission of the

publishers to reproduce part of it here. It was called

"Portraits in Pigskin."*

*October 1936

143
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A painting is a creation (Zup wrote in Esquire) and so

is a football team. Just as an artist creates a picture on a

canvas, a football coach creates a mobile image out of an

array of raw physical masses. Just as paintings are made

up of dabs and swabs of different pigments, so football

compositions are an orderly conglomeration of different

types of men in motion. A certain fellow moves this way

;

another moves another way; an angular fellow may have

jerky motions. In selecting the men who compose my

teams I always follow this maxim.

Pick heat and motion. For just as the art critic loves

movement and feeling in the painting, so the football fan

demands hot action on the gridiron. I know my players by

their movements. I never knew them by their numbers.

A football team represents its coach's ideas in motion.

A team that is slow and sluggish is the same as a painting

with no color or movement. It is a team of which the fans

will say: "Why did I pay J>3 to see this?"

The only coach that counts is the one who follows the

work from sheer love of the game. He will work hard with

a sympathetic touch and discipline. For not only must he

fit together the different types of players, but he has to per-

suade them to play this hard, brutal game for no material

compensation. A coach has to have a delicate touch to be

able to handle men under the duress of competition. Thus

he creates and nurses the mystical quality that is called
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spirit. The spirit of a team is its greatest asset. It is a matter

of emotion, passion, skill and self-control blended together.

The mood and knowledge of the painter must co-oper-

ate with brush and pigments to create either a sensitive or a

brutal landscape. Similarly the coach must understand the

temperaments of his men. He must have a light and deli-

cate touch for some; others he will have to bang. Some-

times I hear them gloat: "I got the old boy hot today."

But you have to remember that these are men under a

strain. You have to take account of that. You have to know

when to give way and when to control—one minute a dic-

tator, the next a diplomat.

In 1916 we had an end named Christensen who was

high-strung and would worry himself sick about the com-

ing game. The week before we played Minnesota, I told

him that I did not intend to start him that Saturday. He

forgot about the game then and relaxed. But a few seconds

before the opening kickoff I told him to go in. He played

a fine game that day and helped defeat by a score of 14 to 9

the team Walter Camp dubbed "the greatest of all time."

When I was at Oak Park, the school board called a meet-

ing once to find out "how he can keep discipline when

they call him Zup." They did not understand the touch of

sympathy that is required between the artist and his sub-

ject. They did not understand that a coach has to have the

type of enthusiasm that infects. Democracy cannot work
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on a football team. You cannot have Mexican generals

operating in every huddle. You have to have a dictatorship.

But to last it must be a benevolent dictatorship.

For besides form and motion our team portraits must

also have that illusive quality—that inexplicable something

that is propelled by imagination and expressed by con-

trolled abandonment and power. If a coach has imagina-

tion, his teams will have imagination. Great coaches have

sprung plays that baffled the officials, as well as the other

team. The onside kick was ruled out because of effective

use of it. The screen pass also was eliminated through

rules changes because it was so devastating.

Mere coaching of the fundamentals and team technique

and tactics is the least of it. I can hire men for $50—maybe

$100 is nearer the truth—a week to do that—good men,

too; plenty of them in these times. And there is more to it

than merely finding the players with the right motions to

fit together into a team, like one of these jig-saw puzzles.

In recent years sports writers have given much display to

various so-called "systems."

There was the Rockne shift, the Warner double-wing-

backs, the Yost short punt. Of me they said that I had no

system, that I fitted my style of attack to my material.

Isn't that logical ? I pick motion, and fit it together into

a moving composite picture. Suppose we have a system in

which the left halfback always does the passing, and a full-
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back is required who must be powerful enough to plunge

and also fast enough to sweep the ends. You have to have

those men on the campus or the system is a failure. Such

set systems are all right where you have large squads of ex-

cellent or hand-picked material. But in the twenty-three

years that I have been at Illinois, we have never had squads

of that type. Every year has brought new problems of

attack—how to get the most out of the material that has

come to us voluntarily. And yet with seven Western Con-

ference titles, six runner-ups, and national honors in 1914,

1919, 1923 and 1927 I believe we have enough justification

for our "system" of fitting our attack to the material avail-

able.

What artist has ever captured even the simplest of his

visions and dreams?

In a way I came to art by environment. My father was a

jeweler and a designer of jewelry, and I was raised in a

limited degree in the atmosphere of composition and lines.

People often say to me : "A football coach painting ? I can-

not conceive of such a thing. How odd." It seems to them

the same contradiction as a boilermaker knitting.

They can understand that a carpenter might be inter-

ested in etching, or an athlete in singing—but a football

coach sketching? Never!

Yet many gym teachers draw fairly well; perhaps be-

cause they have highly developed muscular co-ordination.
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They may never develop in the field of Art because of lack

of time and energy to spare ; they may lack a sense of pro-

portion and symmetry or a feeling for lines and composi-

tion and color; but nevertheless I have discovered that as a

class they seem to draw fairly well in an untutored way.

Athletics are my vocation and painting my avocation.

Both demand physical skills, one mainly of the major

muscles, the other of the minor. In this way they are re-

lated. Both methods of expression require muscular co-

ordination, observation, concentration, endurance, courage

and many similar qualities; and above all the desire to

express one's self. For many years I have dabbled at paint-

ing. I do not consider myself an artist, but instead one who

merely putters around with oils.

I seem to have no selfish desire to excel in that field.

Sometimes I suspect that the public attention to my foot-

ball too well satisfies my vanity.

I do not necessarily paint subjects which people like. I

have painted and then stopped completely, in the mean-

time learning to admire and respect the works of the

masters because I had learned to appreciate their strug-

gles, their points of view, their sense of color, lives, aims

and strivings.

Life is heat in motion. And the value of all portraits,

whether in pigskin or pigment, lies in their resemblance

to life—in the extent of their warmth and movement.



CHAPTER NINETEEN

Z U P P K E — EDISON OF FOOTBALL

The following plays are familiar to every man who has

played football under Zuppke. When he develops a suc-

cessful maneuver, Zup is quite likely to give it some color-

ful name; and, for some reason or other, the crazy designa-

tion of the play makes it easy for every man to remember

not only his own assignment but that of every other man

on the team.

The Flea Flicker

The Blue Eagle

The Corkscrew

The Sidewinder

The Whirligig

The Razzle Dazzle

The Whoa Back

The Flying Trapeze

The "Flea Flicker" is the most famous of all and through

the years Zuppke developed many variations of it. In our

use of it to score against Pennsylvania, it was worked from

149
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place kick formation—a short forward pass to our right

end who flicked a lateral to the left half as the latter went

wide around the end.

Zup originated the play back in 1906 at Muskegon High

School and it has been adopted intact, or with slight altera-

tions by many other teams. According to Zup, Dr. Spears'

1932 Wisconsin team used it to score winning touchdowns

against three teams

—

and one of the teams, unfortunately,

was Illinois!

Jack Beynon was the quarterback in that game and was

irked no end by the Badgers' successful use of an Illinois

play. In fact, he was so burned up that in the 1933 Wiscon-

sin game, when Illinois got into the scoring zone, Beynon

hauled the old timer out of the moth-balls—tossing the ball

to Fred Frink, who lateraled it to Frank Froschauer, and

the latter scored a touchdown.

On another occasion, Illinois attempted the flea flicker

against Northwestern. It was badly executed and lost

ground. Zup says that the attempt must have reminded the

Wildcat quarterback that he had the same play in his bag,

for Northwestern used it a few minutes later to tear off a

big gain.

Zup's contributions to football have been many and

varied. He developed the spiral pass from center. He

started the practice of pulling both guards back from a

balanced line to protect the forward passer. He originated
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the "screen pass." It was so effectively developed by him

that it was finally written out of the rule book. The same

thing happened to the onside kick after Zuppke had

developed it to a high art. He originated the huddle in

1921. Forward-and-lateral passes were part of his reper-

toire as far back as 1906. He was the originator of strategy

maps, the most comprehensive guides for a quarterback I

have ever seen.

He follows no so-called "system" but adapts his style to

his material and the talent of the men available.

Mention of material brings to mind one of Zuppke's

tales of a comparatively young coach who, from the start

of his coaching career, had been blessed with an abundance

of football talent. As a result, he had attained a great deal

of success with his teams and was invited to lecture at a

summer course for coaches. In the course of his lecture, he

outlined a play which called for extraordinary ability on

the part of the tackle. It was an assignment that the run-

of-the-mine tackle couldn't possibly carry out and one

coach said that his tackle couldn't handle the job.

"Jerk him out of there, then," the youthful coaching

genius replied, "and put in a man who can!"

"But he's the best lineman I've got," the listener pro-

tested. The lecturing coach was thrown for a loss—there

was nothing in his book to tell him what to do in a case

like that.





HAPTER TWENTY

ZUPPKE TAKES A CHANCE

When the odds seem hopeless, Zuppke will take a long

chance—he'll shoot the works to win—rather than merely

attempt to keep the score down.

In 1933, he personally scouted Michigan and watched

the powerful Wolverines run up a 28 to score against

Chicago. Michigan was enjoying a cycle of supremacy in

the Big Ten, having tied for the championship in 1930

and 1931, winning a clear title in 1932.

On Monday before the 1933 Michigan game, Zuppke

told three green sophomore linemen that they were going

to start against Michigan in place of experienced men and

that he expected them to be in there at the finish. He was

putting it up to them.

The three sophomores weren't big fellows. One was

Chuck Galbreath. He had played quarterback in high

school, tipped the scales at 167 pounds—and he was to play

tackle ! Another was Eddie Gryboski, a guard who weighed

only 173. The third was Arvo Antilla, who was a tackle of

normal line weight, 189 pounds, and the heaviest man on

153
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the Illinois team. Michigan outweighed Illinois an average

of 22 pounds

!

Both Antilla and Gryboski had played occasionally in

preceding contests but it was Galbreath's first big game.

Zup singled the three out for their poise and their courage

and they played heroic football against that seasoned Mich-

igan line.

David did not slay Goliath, for the Wolverines con-

verted the point after their touchdown and Illinois failed

to convert, making the final score 7 to 6. I believe any un-

biased observer would have ruled that the least Illinois de-

served was a tie, for they consistently carried the fight to

the enemy.

From that point on, the small Fighting Illini won all

games on the 1933 schedule, with the exception of another

7 to 6 defeat, that time by Ohio State. Sam Willaman

classed the Illini as the greatest little team he had ever

seen in action. They were champions in hard luck, for

those two failures on points-after-touchdown against

Michigan and Ohio cost Illinois a tie for the champion-

ship. I not only take off my hat to that team, but they can

also have the hat!

At the close of the 1933 season agitation was started to

replace Sam Willaman as coach at Ohio State.

Some one asked Zuppke whether or not, in his opinion,

Willaman should be dismissed.
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"I should say he should be fired," Zup retorted. "He has

beaten us in our last four games."

Michigan won the championship!

# # #

In 1934 I thoroughly enjoyed myself watching Illinois

knock ofl Francis Schmidt's great scoring machine, Ohio

State, by a score of 14 to 13. When the Illinois team came

out on the field they looked like a bunch of high school

boys dressed up in their older brothers' football suits. I

thought it would be a slaughter of the innocents. The

Ohio State squad looked as though they would chase the

Illini right through Exit 12 into the Boneyard!

But never sell Zuppke short!

The Illini got the jump on the Buckeyes, took the lead,

kept scrapping for every inch of ground and staved off the

flashy Ohio State backfield.

Had I been an alumnus of Ohio State, California,

Princeton, or even Harvard, I would have called the per-

formance of the Illini magnificent, simply from the stand-

point of football courage.

It was in the Ohio game of 1934 that I saw Zup's "Flying

Trapeze" in action. After the ball was shuttled back and

forth, it finally came to Jack Beynon, who threw it to

Dykstra, standing in the end zone. He had slipped down

there while Ohio played "Button, button, who's got the

button?"
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Beynon! There was a forward passer! He threw accu-

rately, calmly and, until the ball left his hand, you could

not guess its direction. He had the touch, he threw a ball

with handles on it, and he had perfect control of its dis-

tance and direction.

•J? *J? TlT

Bad luck stalked the Illini when they invaded Madison

in the next-to-the-last game of 1934 when victory would

have meant an undefeated record for the season and a tie

for the conference championship.

Prior to the Wisconsin game, the Illini had defeated

Bradley, Washington University, Ohio State, Michigan,

Army, and Northwestern. After the Wisconsin defeat,

Illinois beat Berwanger & Company of Chicago by a score

of 6 to 0, but the damage had already been done.

The bad break in the Wisconsin game came when Les

Lindberg, a fine halfback and a great punter, faded back

to throw a long forward pass from a point deep in Illinois'

own territory. On the preceding play he had received a

blow on the eye. Just before the ball was snapped to him

for the pass, Lindberg rubbed his hand over the injured

eye, with the result that his palm was wet with perspira-

tion, tears brought on by the blow and blood from the

resultant cut.

Fading back, he sidestepped a rushing Wisconsin line-

man and drew his arm back to rifle a long pass to Frank
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Froshchauer, who was in the clear far down the field . . .

at that point Lady Luck stepped in with a right hook to

the collective Illinois chin.

For the ball slipped off Lindberg's damp hand into the

hands of the Wisconsin man who had charged him. The

Badger simply kept on going, scoring the touchdown that

beat Illinois, 7 to 3.

Yes, Zuppke has had a lot of luck during his coaching

career, and at least half of it has been bad. A total of six

points kept Illinois from winning or sharing in two con-

ference championships—in 1933 and 1934. The six points

included the two missed conversions against Michigan and

Ohio in 1933 and the four points difference between Wis-

consin and Illinois in the 1934 game.

"Football needs an appendectomy," Zup says, "the re-

moval of the point-after-touchdown!"

# # #

The 1935 team did not set the world on fire, but it ac-

complished one thing for which Illini alumni in Cali-

fornia will be eternally grateful. Out there on the Pacific

Coast the ex-Illinois men had long had a hankering to see

their alma mater in action against a far western eleven.

Their hopes were fulfilled when Zuppke took an Illini

team down the western slope of the Rockies to engage

the Trojans of Southern California in battle. Zup did not

let the western Illini down, for his team won, 19 to 0.
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"Nelson of that 1935 team was a great end," Zup com-

ments. "He was probably the most nonchalant end in the

Big Ten and also one of the best and most effective. He

probably set a conference record in blocking kicks during

his three years of competition, 1934 to 1936, inclusive.

"He was a football opportunist, a ball hawk who was

quick to take advantage of a slip on the part of the oppo-

sition. For instance, he took the ball away from Berwanger

in Jay's final game and ran to the touchdown that beat

Chicago, 7 to 6.

"Berwanger? One of the greatest players I've ever seen

in the years I've been in football. He had it."

Zup went on, "This coming season we'll especially miss

Nelson, Kuhn, Sayre, and Wilson. Those boys deserved

to play on championship teams. They were fighters."

The light, young Illinois team of 36 got off to a dis-

couraging start by taking a beating from the Trojans of

Southern California. That drastic 24 to 6 defeat might

have taken the heart out of a team lacking in gameness

but the Illini bounced back. Fighting stubbornly, the Illi-

nois eleven surprised the experts by ending the season at

the top of the second division of the conference—ahead

of Michigan, Iowa, Chicago and Wisconsin.

And there you have an illustration of how the balance

of football power steadily shifts in the Western Confer-

ence. Remember when any team which finished ahead of
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the Wolverines, Hawkeyes, Maroons and Badgers usually

had a clear claim to the championship? And yet those

teams comprised the second division in 1936!

After the Southern California game, Illinois wasn't con-

ceded a chance against Iowa but lived up to tradition by

tying—almost beating—the tall, heavy Hawkeyes. The

Illini, at one stage, were only six inches away from pay

dirt, the promised land, and the golden zone—in other

words, Illinois was stopped only one half foot from the

Iowa goal.

A field goal settled the annual football argument be-

tween Illinois and Michigan for the fourth year in a row.

Dave Strong's placement provided the margin of three

points by which the Illini again defeated the Wolverines.

Even Northwestern, undisputed champion of the confer-

ence, did not have an easy time downing the young Illini.

And as usual Ohio State found the going rough. The

Buckeyes were held scoreless during the first thirty min-

utes of play but came back to win in the final half. By the

way, Francis Schmidt, head coach at Ohio State, was once

a student at a summer school for coaches conducted by

Zup.

The Illini closed the season with a decisive victory over

Chicago, scoring three touchdowns to win by a score of

18 to 7. Among the boys who ended their collegiate careers

was Cliff Kuhn, whom Zup calls a "sturdy soul."
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It is one of the legends of football that Mr. Stagg could

shrivel any youth's conceit merely by the appellation of

"Jackass." Reversely, when Zup calls a player a "sturdy

soul," that is the zenith in praise.

Kuhn won three football letters and had his best year in

1936. When he blocked a man, that man "stayed blocked
;"

he was a hard tackier and was fast in getting down field

to cover punts. His work won him recognition on many

All-Star selections in his senior year. He will be missed

during the tough schedule upon which the 1937 Illini are

about to embark as these lines are written.

# # #

Zup started his 1936 football season with a heavy heart.

His dear wife, Fannie, died on July 31st, 1936, one day be-

fore her birthday, and a few weeks later, on October first,

his close friend of many years, George "G" Huff.

Mrs. Zuppke had been ill for some time, and her hus-

band took her to Muskegon, where she could be close to

her relatives. Zup sat at her bedside constantly until she

passed away.

Thousands of messages, and three truckloads of floral

offerings, descended upon Muskegon where the funeral

was held. Zuppke at the bier was overheard to say: "I've

lost the only pal I ever had."

"Aunt Fannie" was a fine, grand person. She was to her

famous husband, a devoted companion, sweetheart and
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mother. Without her he will never be the same Zup. She

was born in Muskegon, the daughter of a very prominent

and highly cultured family.

She showed an aptitude for music, and studied voice in

New York and Chicago. In 1906, when Zuppke was the

coach of the Hackley Manual Training and High School,

of Muskegon, she met her future husband and they were

married in 1908.

She was one of the most pleasant persons I have ever

known. She always had a pleasant smile for every one.

She was of a happy, radiant disposition, always making

cheerful and humorous remarks. People were immediately

impressed with her sweet, dainty appearance, and with

her bright, sparkling eyes. She was small in stature, but

mighty in her charm and loveliness. Her host of friends

remember her with a great appreciation of her beautiful

character.

Mrs. Zuppke was a regular attendant at services at the

Emmanuel Memorial Episcopal Church, of Champaign.

She was a liberal supporter of her church and a member

of the Woman's Guild. Each Sunday her husband would

drive her in and about Champaign on errands of mercy

to the homes of poor and needy families where they would

leave gifts of money, food and clothing. In addition to her

church work she was a member of the Art Club of Cham-

paign, the Little Monday Card Club, a patroness of Gram-
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ma Phi Beta Sorority, and a member of the Daughters of

the American Revolution.

Remarks made by Zup were as greatly enjoyed by his

wife, as by many other people who enjoy his talks. She

often repeated things said by her husband to others. One

day, when he had been twitting her about the Episcopal

Church, she said: "Bob, you would make a good Episco-

palian. You know, when one is in the Episcopal Church,

it is a good deal like playing football—one is up one min-

ute and down the next!"

In my playing days she made many trips with the team,

and I loved to sit and talk with her. She was a wonderful

counterbalance to her famous husband's tempestuous

energy.

"I did not take football home with me," Zup told me

this past summer, "and Fannie was not forced to listen

to shop talk. We seldom discussed football—we had so

many other interests and diversions. She kept a scrap book

of all Illinois games, but pasted in only the newspaper

accounts of the contests which we won. When we lost,

'she couldn't understand why we played such people.'
,!

About a year before her death, Mrs. Zuppke one day

jokingly remarked to her husband (shaking her finger

as she said it) : "Bob, remember, when I am gone you are

to put a window in my Church for me!" And in his char-

acteristic way he replied, "Well, let's go right over and do
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it now." She later repeated this to her Rector. Although

this was said casually at the time, a year later when she

was gone, he realized that it was making definite plans

for what to her was not a distant future. At any rate, true

to his word and her suggestion, Zup caused a beautiful

Gorham glass window, with the subject "The Transfig-

uration" to be placed in her Church to her memory.





CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

GEORGE HUFF

George Huff, "Father of Athletics at the University of

Illinois, was born on a farm at Champaign, Illinois, on

June 11, 1872. After attending grade schools in Cham-

paign, and Englewood High School in Chicago, he entered

the University of Illinois in 1887 when he was only 15

years old.

Baseball was his first and favorite sport and he was a

member of the Varsity teams of 1889, '90, '91 and '93. He

also played on the football team of 1890 and '92. In the

Fall of 1893 he went to Dartmouth College to study med-

icine, and he made the football team there. In 1895 he

returned to Illinois as coach and assistant director of ath-

letics. In 1901 he became director of athletics.

"G" Huff became a very successful baseball coach. In

1902 he took his team on an extended trip to the east.

Many prominent teams were played, with the loss of only

one game, and that to Harvard. In twenty-four years he

won eleven championships in the Big Ten, tied twice, and

was always on or near the top.
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He proved exceptionally successful in rinding and keep-

ing high class coaches, and over the years Illinois teams

in all sports made exceptional records. He knew from his

own experience that successful players did not always

make successful coaches. He hired them from only one

point of view—how much success have they had and how

much success are they likely to have. That philosophy

made it possible for him to hire Harry Gill, who was not

a college man, Ralph Jones, the basketball coach who was

a YMCA man and not a college man, and Robert C.

Zuppke who did not star as a football player when he was

at Wisconsin. The idea of "G" was to select a man for a

coaching position, let the coach take care of himself, with

no interference. The coach produced or he did not.

He startled the collegiate world when he selected Robert

C. Zuppke in 1913 for the position of head football coach

at Illinois. Zuppke has held that position ever since and

today he is dean among the coaches of the Big Ten.

It was "G" who first declared that coaches of competi-

tive sports should be trained for their work, just as men in

other professions. In 1914 he established a summer course

for coaches, the first of its type, as those already in exist-

ence emphasized physical education and gave practically

no attention to competitive sports.

His next step, considered revolutionary at the time, was

to establish a four year course in athletic coaching and
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physical education in 1919, with a degree for graduates.

The first class was graduated in 1923.

George Hurl's greatest obvious characteristic was his

absolute honesty. Everyone knew exactly where he stood

on any proposition.

The physical equipment of the athletic department grew

tremendously under his direction. The crowning achieve-

ment was the building of the Memorial Stadium, a

$2,000,000 structure. He was always quick to give Robert

Zuppke full credit for its creation from a vision.

The Stadium will always be a memorial to the men of

Illinois who died in the World War, but just as surely it

will always be George Huff's monument. He and Zup

were largely responsible for the success of the Stadium

campaign. His body, according to his desires, lies not far

from its columned walls in Roselawn cemetery.

George Huff's creed is beautifully and simply expressed

by the words carved in stone on the walls of the Stadium

:

May this stadium ever be a temple of sportsmanship, inspir-

ing the athletes of the University of Illinois and those who cheer

them as they play, always to uphold the spirit and tradition of

Illinois athletics: "To play manfully and courageously to the last,

no matter what the odds—to play fairly within the spirit and the

letter of the rules—to win without boasting and lose without ex-

cuses.

"May these ideals of manliness, courage and true sportsmanship

find expression not only within the stadium, but throughout the

life of The University. Above all, may the stadium always be the

symbol of a great united University, drawing closer together in

common bond and spirit all the men and women of Illinois."
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Death came to Mr. Huff a day after the University

Board of Trustees had arranged a year's leave of absence

for him. It was always Mr. Huff's wish that the normal

University's program of athletics should not be interrupted

in the event of his death, and the following Saturday,

when a football game had been scheduled between Wash-

ington University of St. Louis and Illinois, the game was

played after the family of Mr. Huff was consulted.

George Huff's death brought to a close a life devoted to

achievement and strict adherence to the code of sports-

manship. An idealist, he championed amateurism, opposed

wagering on athletic contests, particularly college football,

and led the drive to eliminate drinking among spectators.

"The reputation of George Huff," said Zuppke, "was

largely the factor that influenced me to come to Illinois in

1913. I felt that if he was anything like the kind of man

everyone said he was, I would get a square deal as a coach.

"I found that his reputation was more than justified.

He was a great man to work for. George Huff always

gave credit when it was deserved. As he was an under-

standing man, he knew when there was credit to be

recognized. There was not an ounce of envy in his whole

system. He was fair, generous and charitable.

"Many people talk about the Golden Rule. Huff put it

into practice. He actually treated others as he wanted to

be treated by them.
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"We will always miss him but his memory will guide

us and inspire us.

"The athletic department is fortunate in having a very

capable successor to Mr. Huff in a young man, Wendell

S. Wilson, who played football for me and also served as

an assistant coach. He is energetic, active, fair-minded, and

has an exceptionally fine personality. When Mr. Huff was

ill, he recommended Wendell to President Willard as a

capable assistant, and upon his death "Weenie" took over

the office of Director of Intercollegiate Athletics. He will

be a great administrator, and worthy successor to a great

man."





CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

THE ILLINOIS ALUMN

"A baby is the world's worst sportsman, Red," Zup said,

with a twinkle in his eye.

"Why?"

"He yells and hollers for what he wants and when he

doesn't get it he makes life miserable for everybody around

him!"

Zup continued, "The point is that we start learning

sportsmanship in the cradle, when a wise mother starts

teaching her child self-discipline, which is one aspect of

sportsmanship.

"Through high school and college, students are taught

to be sportsmen. A good creed expressed in vigorous lan-

guage is, 'Don't squawk when you get a bad break. Take

it in silence and wait for a better day.'

"Alumni are the result—the product—which the uni-

versity delivers to the greater world. And it has been my

experience that the majority of alumni of the better univer-

sities are excellent sportsmen.

"In my contacts I've found that Illinois alumni are ex-
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ceptionally fair minded. They accept victory in football

with good manners and take defeat with grace—not will-

ingly, of course, because football is as emotional for the

spectators as it is for the players.

"Alumni do not like to see the team annihilated. The

memory of a topheavy defeat survives as long in their

minds as a sensational victory.

"All coaches face the problem of not disappointing the

high hopes of the alumni as each new season starts. That

is the reason behind the proverbial melancholia of many

coaches. If a coach is honest and states that he has a 'good'

team, he is likely to find that his words have been magni-

fied and that he has supposedly predicted that he will have

a great team. I've been called 'naive' by writers because I

never hesitate to speak candidly about my team's prospects

whether they are good or bad.

"Unfortunate is the coach who has a squad which looks

great from a photographic point of view—a bunch of tall,

impressive looking fellows who fill the eye but who may

have a regrettable inability to play football and can't

learn. There are many narrow-chested, spindly kids who

are built out of wire and have real fire who are greater

football players than the perfect physical specimens.

"Whatever his physical proportions, it is the boy who

has excess energy who makes a real football player. When

we have a great team, it is made up of boys who keep busy
3
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who practice their specialties at every opportunity. When

we have a colorless, losing team the chances are ten to one

that we have a lazy group. Those teams win the champion-

ship of lassitude. Paderewski practiced ten hours a day.

Work made him more dexterous, gave him endurance.

"The coach is a teacher of youth. The difference is that

his teaching is tested every Saturday afternoon. Many a

coach is responsible to an irresponsible public.

"If a coach quits trying, in the face of discouraging de-

feats, his lack of courage will infect his team. The boys

under him will quit trying, too. In that event I feel that

the alumni are perfectly justified in demanding a change.

"They have a strong attachment for their university.

Many of them feel that if the university has a good foot-

ball team, it represents the spirit of the school, indicates

that the university itself is still strong and virile and, what-

ever it does, it does well.

"Mere championships do not necessarily indicate virility.

I like to have a championship squad as well as any one in

the coaching profession, but it is a good thing to remem-

ber that there are champions whom no one respects. It is

how well a university wears the crown that dictates or

colors the outsiders' opinion of the school itself. Cockiness

during a winning cycle causes the public to rejoice when

the lean years come. The old adage, 'You meet the same

people coming down that you met going up' holds true.
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"It has long been the practice of the University of Illi-

nois, in every phase of its activities, to be modest about its

achievements and its contributions toward making the

world more livable.

"That is a fine thing. It is possible, however, that we

have been too quiet about the advantages which Illinois

has to offer and that high school graduates have mistaken

our conservatism for indifference toward them.

"That is really the purpose behind the University of

Illinois Foundation and the Illini Plan of Coordination.

The titles sound rather impressive, but the one big aim is

simple: to let good high school students know, through

the alumni, that they will be welcomed at Illinois. It is

definitely not a plan to get athletes, any more than it is a

plan to get good tuba players for the band.

"There are ten constructive objectives: Among them are

the erection of needed buildings which the people of the

state cannot afford to give to the university; the Memorial

Stadium is an example of structures which the people

cannot be asked to build from state funds but which make

for a better school.

"We are particularly interested in a Union Building,

or a student center. Illinois needs such a structure and

has needed it for years. I am unhappy when I visit Union

Buildings at other mid-western institutions and see how

far they are ahead of us. Illinois should catch up.
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"Here on the campus we have a vast student body which

needs to be brought together. At a center students could

come to meet and learn from each other, talk about their

problems and—well, lambast the coach if they run out

of subjects.

"A Union Building would be a rallying place for our

alumni and their friends when they return for a visit at

any time. It would vastly increase the prestige of the

university, and anything that helps the university helps

every student, alumnus and citizen of the State of Illinois.

"Don't let Illinois lag behind other institutions in re-

spect to having a modern Union Building. We cannot and

should not live on the traditions of the past. The other

fellow will pass us by if we sit back.

"So I say: let every loyal Illini, get squarely behind the

University of Illinois Foundation and the Illini Plan of

Coordination. Give it your material and moral support.

We want to unite the alumni in one solid organization to

create a greater Illinois!"





CHAPTER TWENTY-THIRD

LOOKING AHEAD

A boy who plays football under Zuppke emerges the win-

ner, regardless of whether or not he performs on a cham-

pionship eleven. If he has a spark of courage, Zup will

bring it out; if he has latent talent, he will learn to make

the most of it. Above all, he will learn to do his best.

I am under no illusions about football. I have seen it at

its best and at its worst. I love the game—it has brought

associations and friendships which are priceless—and

memories which I would trade for nothing in the world.

Football is at its best when it's played under a man, and

that is my definition of Zup. It is a good thing for a youth,

when he is forming his impressions and beginning to

grasp at nebulous convictions, to be in contact with a mind

that is at once brilliant and practical, a nature that is alive

and keen and designed for living!

Zuppke is a great teacher because he does not consciously

try to teach. He teaches resourcefulness and courage, and

courtesy and the value of ideas, without ever giving a

"lesson."
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As these final lines are written, Zuppke is preparing a

green team for the 1937 season, in which one of the high

spots will be the clash with Notre Dame.

When I asked Zup what his chances were against Notre

Dame, he said, "We're not licked yet!" He knows that the

odds are strongly against him. He has no Pogue or

Nowack, no Potsy Clark, no Frosty Peters, no "Slooey"

Chapman, no Earl Britton, no Walquist-to-Carney forward

passing combination to pit against the horde of football

players from South Bend. Notre Dame may roll up a top-

heavy score, for even though football may be 40 percent

ability and 60 percent spirit, as Zup states, that 40 percent

ability is terrifically important!

Zup tells me that the 1937 Illinois team under Captain

Spurgeon will be somewhat sturdier than last year but

less experienced. The 1936 line, led by Captain Sayre,

averaging less than 180 pounds, tied the big Iowa outfit

and defeated Michigan and Chicago.

The team faces a tough schedule which includes Ohio

(Athens), DePaul, Notre Dame, Indiana, Michigan,

Northwestern, Ohio State, and Chicago. This schedule

would be hard enough under any circumstances, but is

made doubly so by the fact that the Illinois games at In-

diana, Northwestern and Ohio will be the feature of

"Homecoming" at the respective universities. Those op-

ponents will be out to make good for their home folks.
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Letter men of 1936 who have finished their college com-

petition and will be hard to replace are Sayre, center;

Kuhn, guard ; Wilson, fullback ; Nelson, end ; Dykstra, end

and tackle; Henry, halfback; Morris, tackle; Polaski, cen-

ter; Cole and Grieve, halfbacks; and Cantwell, end.

The letter men who will return are Captain Spurgeon,

halfback; Fay and Porter, guards; Berner, Lasater, Skarda

and Glosecki, tackles; Castelo, Bell and Johnson, ends;

Wardley, quarterback; Mazeika, halfback, and Zimmer-

man, fullback.

Yes, the young Illini will have their hands full, but I

know that they will fight down to the last footpound of

energy. Defeat is always bitter—but it is less bitter when

you know that you have done all that you could do and

the other fellow is simply a better man.

To people who are not Illini, it may seem that every-

thing in this book has been presented from the standpoint

of Illinois. That I freely admit. I would be less than hu-

man, I fear, if I were not prejudiced in favor of my uni-

versity and my coach.
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